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input of SAGAP~ refer to the data which must be provided in
DATA means of DATA statements, ile one mod i-
cation concerns the data to punched on cards (see be
var NSEL) •
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) The al seetions;
(B) The Si
(C) The procedure the e ice the gas
(0) correet tion ects
flow;
(E) The proeedures of the ine AXSEC for the Nusse
number correction profiles due to spacer effects;
The introduction of spacer effect on mixing.
sssome more,
fol paragraphs, i
SAGAP~ ealculations are dis-
modifications concerning these
improvements are deseribed in
the changes allowing simplified
eussed separately in 3.
2.1 Bundle symmetry sections
In case of hexagonal bundles, with the original version
described in /2/, it is possible to perform ca t
only for (1) the whole bundle f section, or (2)a ha it,
or (3) 1/12th, the type of the symmetry section be fixed
the value of the input parameter NSEL (see /1/, Par.3.1, 9th
card). In that version of SAGAP~, automatie procedures are
included to estab sh indexing and connections of rods, channels
subchannels, and to compute the subchannel and 1 f
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case of 1/6th. Since the case of
rent 1/1, 1/2 1/12 is not
com-sections can
le other codes, like,
out thatIt must be
with
/ can analyze s any the
f *). However, this is not a limitation for
OfiUfiL~. In the is non-symmetrie sections is
only in the first phase an optimization proce for
the geometry. For example, to imize shroud pro-
file for a bundle with a large number of rods, it is convenient
to limit the analysis to the most external rows of channels***),
for some inital runs, in order to avoid useless expensive cal-
culations. However, approximate calculations for a reduced
number of channels can be carried out with SAGAP~ also, by de-
fining a"fictitious" bundle which includes the interesting
channels (see Fig.1).
2.2 Shroud shape
The SAGAP~ code was developed with the purpose of modelling -
with the best possible accuracy - bundles having angular
corner channels and blocking triangles with straight sides
and base angles of 300 in the wall channels (see /2/ and Fig.2).
*) A description of the necessary new input variables is given
in Par. 4.2.
**) However, the input preparation is considerably more compli-
cated for C~BRA*GCFR than for SAGAP~ (see /2,6/).
***)Assumed to be disconnected from the more interior channels.
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~!ILa!U!'~"'s which must be the real ones it is neces to
assume modified values for the distances between the centers
the external and the for the he of
the block tri s, such that f areas
corner remain (see F • 3
This e was ied at the of the ca tions
the of the dimensions of the BR-2
12- t, corner channels
to the cal e investi-
imental in the Institute Neutron ics
Reactor ineer of KfK /2,7/).
However, with such a not exact ic d,
were assumed in the ca , for both corner and wall
channel . In fact, if the shroud profile is modified in
the way previous described, shroud wetted perimeter values
different from the real ones are assumed automatically in
SAGAP{2S.
At the time of Benchmark 111 calculations /3,5/ due to the
complicated shape of the AGATHE bundle to be computed (see
Fig.3), an improvement of the SAGAP{2S procedures became necessary
to allow an accurate analysis***).
The calculations showed that, in normal situations, sufficient-
ly correct results could be obtained by simply introducing
correction factors for the hydraulic diameters in the axial
momentum equations****) (see /3/ and Par.4.2.2. in this work).
*) These distances must be equal to one ?nother, for a
external channels.
**) The assumption of not correct hydraulic diameters has an
effect on both pressure drop and mass flow and temperature
distributions.
***) For the AGATHE bundle, the assumed wetted perimeters cor-
responding to the modified shroud were 3% too high for
corner channels and 3% too low for wall channels.
****)The effect on the friction factors due to slightly in-
correct values at the shroud wetted perimeters is negli-
gible /3/.
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A into account the contribution gravi-
tation to ax momentum tions in case of laminar f
was in June 1977 (see /2/ and also /3,1 ) ,
when it was not that tion be for light
ses 1 helium, also, in case of number va )
It must po out that the the method
/2/ is 1 to the case . In fact, convergence
occured when it was tried to take into account gravita-
tion, that ent f , al . These
*) Gravitation was not included yet in the mathematical model of
SAGAP~ described in /1/, as a mentioned in /2/.
**)For like C02/heavier than helium gravitation is not
in case ent, also (at Reynolds
convergence were to the s the
1 ana s
In to overcorne the convergence erns case f bu-
f the rne 2 was mod at GA. For
se 1. 55 still used in /2 was into:,
be the contribution of .........''''''... tation as:
:= IGRAV Px l1X.*) 2)
Thus, in
are now
(1.78), (1.94) (1. 95 of 1 terms \
- IGRAV Pia,b ~X\. (3)
However, (I.66), (1.69) and (I.70) of /1/, used for the
calculation of the friction s of the two portions
wall ls, of the ls and the channels, re-
spectively, are still kept unchanged, al , rigorous














not a severe ion. a similar
ictle~u.v~.ation of the wholetheion
from the channel values, also, one obtained exactly the
original equation (1.71) /1/.**)
*) About IGRAV see Par. 4.2.2
**) In /2/ Eqn. (1. 71) of /1/ was modif , according to the first
method, introduced at KfK, for taking account ion
/3/.
2.5
2 , the subroutine AXSECAs descri
each axial ion of the
lishes,
~H~~~' the subdivision into ax
~c~~.~ons and the correction iles for Nusselt numbers,
y""nhrnll·i-ine was cons
Fig.4). In fact, in












in case of ca
one run) •





(B) km~~~sibility of taking into account eventual luence
on Nus numbers in the first sect of an axial
, if it is due to the last spacer in the preceeding
ax portion.
(C) Impossibility of modelling the case of two spacers so close
to each other, that no region with undisturbed temperature
profiles exists between them.
(D) Impossibility of performing correct calculations in case
of spacers which middle section is less than WSP/2*)
distant from the inlet section of the containing axial
portion, or - in case of calculations carried out in more
than one run - the section at which the calculation
step starts.
CE) Impossibility of assuming in input values for the length
of the axial sections in the unheated axial portions, such
that more than one spacer is contained in one section.**)
(F) Impossibility of neglecting the spacer effect on the
Nusselt numbers.
The elimination of limitations (A) and (D) was cuite important,
because calculations in two or more steps are very useful and
often necessary, especially for bundles with a large number of
*) WSP is the spacer width.
**)In case of unheated portions, all sections have equallengths in
SAGAP~ and SAGAP~-2.
maximum ca ............... o. time runs















so (see Par. 3. 1 )s,














(in t, their effect on the Nusse is to
increased ). Thus some modifi were made in
assuming that the correction factor for turbulent mixing rate
exchanged between two flow zones due to the spacer effect is pro-
portional to the arithmetic average of the correction factors
for the Nusse numbers of the two flow zones*), i.e., the






CY + 1, (5)
wTO
== + -) -0 0
12 NU 1 NU 2
where wTO and NuO are the turbulent mixing rates and the Nusselt
numbers, respectively, in case of no spacer effect, and the
value of the constant CY must be provided in input (see Par.4.2.2).
Calculations carried out for Benchmark 111 have shown that the
assumption of CY == 1 instead of CY == 0 (which means no enhance-
ment), brings only small changes for the mass flow and temperature
*) For the channels, the correction factor for the Nusselt
number of each channel is assumed to be the average of the
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mass f ture es are sl
the spacer there, also, because the en-
ent the region of spacer lu-
respect to the case of the values of







**)Erroneously, in /1/ it is said that Eqn. (7) is used in the
SAGAP~ version of / for the shroud Nusselt numbers, also.
However, in case not large film drops, the use of (7) or
(8) is practically equivalent.
***)Eqns. (7), (8) are valid for gases like helium and air /10,11/.
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sections not more than 42 (not more
18 external channels .**). Furthermore a maximum





improvements described in Chapter 2, some more
have been introduced in SAGAP~, in to a
i-
ions referions. These modifoptions for simpl ied ca ...~u ... a
to:
CA) The possibility of neglecting the spacer effect on Nusselt
numbers
(B) The possibili of avoiding the subchannel ion and/
or the calculation of the two portions of the wall subchan-
nels.
, with 2, to out
al with more
ich, obvious , can still be
In this way it is poss
lations faster and
correct procedures of /1,2/
used in SAGAP0-2). These simplified procedures are very useful,
for example, in the first phase of an optimization process for
the thermofluiddynamic design of gas_cooled rod bundles.
*) see /3,6/ and Par. 5.5 in this work
**)i.e. up to a half of a complete 37 rod bundle can be com-
puted. Like in /2/, calculations for the whole bundle flow
section can be carried out only for a 7, a 12, or a 19 rod
bundle (see /3/).
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3.2
in the orig version







*) However, this is not true any more, if too long sections are
assumed, such that eonvergenee problems oecur (see /3/ and
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is common1y not used in se
~uauucls /5,6/. Moreover, with~vu~~, at least for
flu
so in case a ivision of the
in are considered
as axial momen-
turn 1 (because the simplified
cannot be in those codes) .
*) use of a s ified method in which each subchannel is
assumed to be connected with the other subchannel of the
same channel and the adjacent channels (not the sub-
channels!) connected to the containing channel /1/.
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c2 is the correction tor














e s in case s
channels are rather larger than 1 due to the restriction
the f area at the gaps between channels, in case of
lent exchange between subchannel ), the c2 values be
very c se to 1, because the boundary between two subchannels
is not a gap, and, thus, at the boundary, the temperature
files in the direction normal to the do not present
any increase of the s /3/.
*) also between the two
next paragraph).
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heat f lines (,=0 6 I
channel line *** (esoe:ciall u in case




the as ... """" ....'rI
, the exchange of momen-
subchannel - has a small
e on the e i (see /1, 3/) ,





ULJI~llal,lUe..l.S (and for the two ions of the
see next paragraph). As pointed
s must be in the 21stout in /2/
data
If the zero zero heat flux lines are exac
coinc with the channel lines, there
be no between ls.
It roust be out that this objection would con-
cern C~BRA and SCRIMP so, because, there also, the
symmetry lines are assumed as outer boundaries for the
integrations, for turbulent flow. In case of laminar
flow, while there is no problem about the c coefficients
(because no turbulent mixing exists, i.e. c=O), the exact
determination of the position of the maximum velocity and
temperature lines may be more important ( however,
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duced in SAGAP~-2.
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**)An ical approach just
statement is contained in /3/.
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var ....... JU ...,,.,s








<:>n,.,.,,", e Fer the
fication was
pr .............y
were not printed in /2/.
In the next paragraphs









to the case that a
the preparation of the data
the var NSEL (see /2/, 9
has to be
t,
1 H::Z.ClY '.,I HOl 1
section)
NSEL, in case of
NSEL := 1 (whoIe f
NSEL := 2 (a )







Moreover, this mod ication
the ones i a see Par
the
DATA,











so. This is due to









DATA, in case of
proced,ure used in case
as se for NSEL=1,2 or 3, but is s to those eady u
in /2/ for the 12-rod bundles (see Par.2.1). It must be noticed
that, in case of NSEL~4 also, input s must be provided for
NPIN, JPIN, NTYP and NER (because of the features of BL~CK DATA),
which, however will not be used in the calculations (thus all ,'s
or OIS can be assumed).
Moreover, the new data described be must be provided in
DATA for SAGAP~-2 (both in the version for hexagonal bund-
les in that the 12-rod les).
....................
, if Eqn.(10) is applied the energy ba ...au~c
IENE =
if Ean. (9) is applied the energy JUCI...I.Cl.u-..e.
2) C~MM~N BL~CK /GAAG1/
FC~PW1 (3)










• • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • •
RAPPAI (42,3)
RAPPAI (NS,M) ::::: ratio between the flow area Mth
channel ..... Hu....cI NS (in cons
bundle symmetry the f
the entire subchannel (i.e. as
area
in the e bundle flow sec ) . **)
FSYMM
FSYMM ::::: ratio between the area of the entire flow
section and that of its symrnetry
*) These variables have been introduced to be to per
a correct analysis in case of shroud profiles different
from that originally allowed in SAGAP~ (see Par.2.2). Ob-
viously FC~PW1 (1) must be equal to 1, because a modifica-
tion of the shroud profile does not affect the wetted peri-
meter in central channels.
**) For Benchmark I11 ca ions (1/6th of a 37 rod bundle)
151 the RAPPA1 values were 0.5 for the corner channe and












IDISP1 = 2 if the
(see Par. 3. 1) •
1 must
9) /"'U"'LJ'''''
• • • e e • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • •
IDISP2
IDISP2 = 1 the eventual effect the last spacer of an
axial portion on the Nusselt numbers in the first
axial sections the next axial portion must be
taken into account;
IDISP2 = 2 if this effect must be neglec
(see Par. 3. 1) .
10) C~MM~N BL~CK /ISM~/
e • • • e • • • • • • • e • • • • • •
= exponent of the ratio 1/ the temperature
correction for Nusselt numbers of smooth walls
(see Par. 2. 7, Eans, (6) - (8) ) •
11) C~MM~N BL~K /ISM~1/....................
ITEC~
ITEC~ = 1 if, in Eqn. (6) , TG =
ITECj2) = 2 if, in Eqn. (6) , TG =
(see Par. 2. 7) •








- .. '--r-- e ) .
IN == 2
(see Par. 2. 7) •
ment must not be ied
13 ) ....................
NSTR




CY == faetor for the enhaneement of
to spaeer feet, the










IDIV1 == 1 the subehannel
1 channelsi
IDIV1 == 2 it is
IDIV1 "" 3 it is
IDIV1 == 4 it is not requ
channels, nor
*) 5/ is not a new C~MM~N BL~K. In /2/ it was already de-
fined in the main program and subroutine
**)As mentioned in Par.3.2.4, in case of IDIV1=3 or==4, the cal-




It must final not that - in









YH(I1,I2) = 1.14 (_I.::..:... _
( ~R ( 14 )
1, 2 are the numbers of gaps for ehannels I1, I2; the
areas 6A, AI, Aare defined in Fig.6).*)
YH values are
the spaeer
by the subroutine INGE, immediately
faetors (see 4.1.8 in /2/).
4.4
of the new BL{lSCKS have defined to introduee
new varia.bles, the meaning of whieh has already been des-
eri in Par.4.2.2. Anyway, order to provide here a presen-
tation similar to that used in the original users' guide /2/,
eomplete list of the new C{lSMM{lSN BL{lSCKS is included in this
paragraph, together with the lists of the subprograms in
whieh the single C{lSMM{lSN BL{lSCKS are defined. However, the des-
This equation was not included, by mistake, neither in /1/
nor in /2/. It must be remembered the real channel mixing
coefficients used in the code are obtained by multiplying







IENE is in DATA in BALA,
2) 11 (3






• • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • e •
(111, = the wa
ion of the Mth
channel.
sulbcllarmel of IIIth
s are in subroutine RECCA1, in
case wall sUbcnann.elsi in case corner
are set equal to (3) (see





FC~PWT is defined in BL~CK DATA is used in main
gram.
5) C~MM~N IGAGRI DPSI...... ............
isitation. Its va
= average channel sure







in the main program. DSPI is then used
RECCA 1.
CEWA, RECANG
6) C~MM~N IGAMARI CXX
CXX = factor for the cross-f exchange channe
depending on the type of the assumed bund
section.
symmetry
The e CXX s correct a small error




in1 is present on
Themainin
DATA is in in case see
Par.4.2.1 . Otherwise, this va is not and t
real value is like in /2/, in subroutine
INDEX.
8) 2/ RAPPAI (42,3)
subroutines HEATI and .uUHU..JI..es)
DATA, are used in the
llc....o.yv'Hal
ues de ned inRAPPAI




NSEL=4 (see Par.in case
DATA and is used ininFSYMM is
for
4.2.1).
10 ) "".n..JiJ"" / I GAS
IGAS is
and
in DATA is used CP, ETA, KAPPA
11) /ID IDISP1
IDISP1 is in DATA and is used in AXSEC.
12) C~MM~N/ IDISPB/ IDISP2
IDISP2 is defined in BL~CK DATA and is used in the main
program.
13) C~MM~N /ISM~/C~TW
C~TW is defined in BL~CK DATA and is used in RTSI and TELIN.









in DATA and is used in RTRI RTSI




the enhancement of ent to
ef , for the e between subchannels
the same channel and between the two ions of
1 subchannels (see Eqn. (5), Par.2.6).
In SAGAP~-2 CCY is set equal to CY in BALA.*) It is used in
RECCA2 and SUBBAL.
18) C~MM~N /PRSPA/ DISTOO
• '" •• 0 e </11 ••
DISTOO = distance from the inlet section of an axial ion,
or from the section at which the ca ion is
started (in case of calculations carried out in
more than one step) , to the middle section of
last preceeding spacer sign DISTOO is
negative) .
The variable DISTOO has been introduced to allow the
ments of the subroutine AXSEC for the spacer effects on
7Nusselt numbers. The value of DISTOO is set equal to 1
at the beginning of the main program. Then, for the first
axial portion, the appropriate value is evaluated in the
main program, in case that the calculation step starts ter
the bundle inlet (if spacers are present in the bundle part
computed in the preceeding step). Por the succeeding axial
portions the appropriate DISTOO values are evaluated only
*) If required, a more sophisticated correlation between CCY





= index the axial sect
The iab KK has been ined a -I- .... r.rln.-.ing the
spacer e ent mixing thout c
The ue KK is set 1 that
an
of the axia sec
for BALA .
in the subroutine BALA
KK is used in SUBBAL
is
K is not an
SUBDI IDIV1 IDIV2
1DIV1 and 1DIV2 are
SUBBAL.









.::>nun.rllJ,-2. The are so mentioned, in wh
are now
1) / A (42)
in the version of 1NGE forNow
bes s in the main ... r,..,n·,...::om, BALA,
H~~~~~u~l bund s, also,
N0RMT, RECCA1, RECCA2, SUBBAL, TMCF and TR1CA1.
2) 1GRAV
Now in CEWA, RECANG and RECCA1, also, besides in
DATA , main r~nr~m, BALA , SUBBAL and RECCA2.
3)
Now in BALA, RECCA2 and SUBBAL also, besides in AXSEC,
CEWA, RECANG, SUBDH and WALLTE.
*) For the meaninq of the variables see Par.5.?? in /2/
**}In the list C0MM0N BL0CKS presented in Par.5.7? /2/ it
is erroneously written that /GRID2/ contains the variable
DIST (7), also. On the contrary, this variable belongs to










5) I NPIN(42) ,JPIN(42,3)·................... .............
Now in the version of DATA for hexa-
gonal sand in TMCF and UA, also besides in the ver-
sion bundles, in the version
12- bundles, in AXSEC, BALA, ENFRC~,
ENTFR, , SIMLA1, SUBBAL, SUBC~N, SUBDH, TBFUN,
TMPUN, TWFUN and WALLTE.
6) C~MM~N IIND31 NTYP(42)
• • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • e
Now used the versions of BL~CK DATA and HEATI for hexagonal
bundles, also, sides in the version of INDEX for hexagonal
bundles, in the version of BL~CK DATA for 12-rod bundles,
in the main program, in BALA, C~NNIJ, ENFRC~, INGE, INLC~N,
INQUA, KAPC~R, N~RMT, RECCA2, SIMLA1, SUBBAL, SUBC~Nt TBFUN,
TEMLAM, TMCF, TMPUN, TWFUN, UA and WALLTE.
7) C~~~~N IIJ11 NER(42),NIS(42,3)·.............................
Now used in the version of BL~K DATA for hexagonal bundles,
also, besides in C~NNIJ, in the version of BL~CK DATA for
12-rod bundles, in the main program, in BALA, INGE, RECCA2,
SUBBAL, SUBC~N, TMCF and UA.
8) C~MM~N IMART51 NSTR
Now used in both versions of BL~CK DATA, also, besides in
the main program and in ENFRC~.
In order to allow performing Benchmark 111 calculations 15/,
the sizes for some C~MM~N BL~CKS have been increased (see
Par. 2.7). These C~MM~N B~CKS are listed below, with the






DIST 7 + EPSISC 2 3 5 DIST(?
EPS + EPSIC 42,4





IDPIN(2,12) -+ IDPIN (3,18)
-+ (4,30)
IND4/:
NUM3 ( 3) , ••• , 6 3) -+ NUM3 (4 , •• , NUM3 6 ( 4 )
Furthermore the dimensions of some var es, in the
mai means of DIMENS statements, had also to be
increased 3/
*) The variable EPSISC must be dimensional for a number of spacers
to the one + 1, to allow the possibility (intro-
duced at GA /3/) taking into account the effect on the
Nusselt numbers of an axial ion, due to the last
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inar calculations.
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**)It must be that the
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NSC = 3 or 4 (normally)**)
5.2 Axial section subdivision
The of the axial section subdivision on results and cal-
ion time was also invest ted at GA. Most of the calcu-
lations were carried out by neglecting the spacer effect on
Nusse nurnbers. This allowed assuming equal lengths for all
I sections over each axial portion. This parametric study
was performed by varying the value of the input parameters XDE1,
which defines the approximate desired length of the axial sec-
tions where no spacer effect on Nusselt numbers is present
(in terms of XDE1 times the equivalent diameter Dc of central
channels; see 3.1, 19th card, in /2/). As a reference the case
of XDE1 o=2.5 was taken/which was the value assumed in the cal-
ions previously performed at KfK /1/. This parametric
study showed that, normally, the number ofaxial sections does
not need be very large (no important changes in the results
cauld be noticed for case 1 of Benchmark 11 - excent for the
corner channel with the larqest solidity, and, for the other
channels, near the spacers, see Figs.7-10). However in case
of too long axial sections(for XDE1 > 3·XDE1 0 in case of the
*) In the original version of SAGAP~ /2/, due to a small error,
occurring in RECCA1 for NSC30C=1, if the angle for the cen-
tral portionof the wall subchannels is smaller than ~/6,
the assumptions of NSC30C=1 is not always possible /3/.
··)The value of NSC30W which can be used depends on the shape
of the wall channels also. For Benchmark 11 calculations
/3,4/ the minimum value at which convergence could be reached
was 3, while it was 4 for Benchmark 111 calculations /~ 5/.
invest test), there is ic















the ent case of Benchmark 111 ca
tions /3, a value XDE1=10 could assumed, se of
smaller va of Dc with re to Benchmark 11 ca~~~~.U~~U!H~
Similar considerations are val for the s XDE2,
fining the axial section subdivision in the reg spacer
effect on Nusselt numbers (see 3.1, 19th and /2/),
in case that the spacer effect is taken into account.
the choice of the values XDE2 also s on the distri-
bution of the spacer blockages in adjacent f zones. Fur
more larger values of XDE2 can be as a
cription of the pin temperature profi near spacers is not
required. For example, for Benchmark 111, XDE2 (i.e. the
maximum allowed value; see /2/) was assumed the part
(since the pin temperatures had to be computed only at axial
levels far from the spacers, in the rough part), while XDE2=2
was assumed for the smooth part (the axial level was in the
spacer region, for the smooth part) •
5.3 Central subchannel subdivision
The modification described in Par.3.2.4 allowed investigating
the effects of the central subchannel subdivision. As it could
be forseen, in case that the central subchannel ion is
not performed (IDIV1=2, IDIV2=1, see Par.4.2.2) the fect
is that the central subchannel pin temperatures are equal to
the average values of the pin temperatures obtained with the
central subchannel calculation. The effect on the calculation
time, for case 1 of Benchmark 11, is shown by Fig.11: the cal-
culation time is normally less in case that the central sub-
channel calculation is not performed, partly because a calcu-
lation step is eliminated (see subroutine SUBBAL) and
because less convergence problems normally occur in this case
(however, there is an exception for XDE1=7.5). Anyway, for
those XDE1 values which can be assumed without considerably
affecting the results (i.e. up to XDE1=5t7.5 for the case of
be
f
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it ends to be
'--HGu,.H""l atThe index NS1 of the
fied procedure starts to be
NS2 of the external channel at
must be provided in BL~CK DATA (see Par.3.3, C~MM~N BL~K
/MART2/ in /2/). If the simplified procedure has not to be
applied, NS1=NS2=O must be assumed /2/.
Moreover, correction factors were derived in /1/, to be used
for the Nusselt numbers and the dimens ess shroud tempera-
tures in case that the described simplified procedure is used
for the K-values. These correction factors were obtained
"considering that the average wall temperatures in the whole
external channel (corner + wall), corresponding to the assump-
tion of equal K/D 2 values for corner and wall channels, are
smaller than those corresponding to the real K/0 2 values, be-
cause the wall temperatures must be averaged by means of the
wetted perimeters" (cited from /1/, Par.4.6.3). Usino these
correction factors a verV good aqreement was obtained in /1/
between measured and computed temperatures for the external
channels, also.
However, this so good agreement was only the result of coin-
cidences, as shown with a more correct analysis performed
later /10,17/. In particular it was thought that, if the
measured pin temperatures are practically equal for wall
and corner channel channels (due to conduction in the azi-
muthaI direction in the rods) their bulk temperatures cannot
differ very much from each other, also, and thus, at least
for the investigated test, it is better not to use any
correction factor for Nusselt numbers and dimensionless
*) In case of equal values for the bulk t~nperatures and for
the coefficients K/D2, the friction pressure drops are
equal for both corner and wall channels.
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Furthermore, the ion IEXAV was also in the code,
al the assumption of an average rod temperature value
and an average shroud temperature value for all external chan-
nels, instead of the single subchannel values (case IEXAV=2,
see C~~1~N BL~CK /EXAVTW/, 2nd note of Pag 162 in /2/>.
Calculations performed at GA have shown that, if IEXAV=2 is
assumed, no convergence problems occur for laminar calculations,
also in case that the simplified procedure described Par.4.6 of
/1/ is not applied. This should confirm the expectation that
the convergence problems occurring in case of laminar flow
are due to the fact that conduction effects are neglected in
the present versions of the code.
In conclusion for laminar calculations with SAGAP~ or SAGAP~-2
we suggest to assume:
ISIMPL = 1
IEXAV = 2
NS1 = NS2 = 0,
except for the case of unequally heated rods, where better re-
sults can probably be obtained with:
ISIMPL =1
IEXAV = 1
NS1 = index of the first external channel
NS2 = index of the last external channeL
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'*) The agreement between the measured pin temperatures and the
oin temperature values computed with this later analysis,
was reasonable (although worse than that obtained in /1/).
Moreover, the results indicate that a better agreement should
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Fig.1: Definition of a "fictitious bundle" (1!12th ) in the first phase





Fig.2: Geometrie parameters needed by SAGAP0 as input information for
the definition of the flow section geometry (for the symbology





Fig.3: Approximation of the shroud shape
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Fig.6: "ivIixing areas" for Eqn.14
* f'= center 0 gravlty
Symbol XDE dim, S C
- ""'2.5 cold 2 1
2)(2.5 cold 2 1
3)( 2.5 cold 2 1
0 4><2.5 cold 2 1
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Fig.7: Effect of various par~~eters on the pressure drop (Case 1, Benchmark
Meeting 11 Calculations)
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Fig.8: Effect of various parameters
on the pin temperature of a
central'channel (Case 1. Bench-
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Fig.9: Effect of various parameters on the pin temperature of a wall channel








Symbol XDE spacer effec~
x- 1x2.5 yes 2 0
[J ........... 2x2.5 no ? 0
6. -'-'- 3x2.5 no 2 0
0---- 4x2.5 no 2 0
A 5x2.5 no 2 0
• 6x2.5 no 2 0E9 lx2.5 yes(*) 2 1
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Fig.10: Effect of various parameters on the pin temperature for the corner
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Fig.11a: Effect of various parameters on calculation time for case 10f
Benchmark Meeting 11 calculations. (UNIVAC computer of GA)
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6 ITOT4l LENGTI-=',rlC.~,' Ct>l'/5X,'HU\TEC lENCTH=',FI0.3.' C'''1'/5X, 000016
7 1 lENGTHAND VOl .. CIAf\'1EIERS FOR THE EXISTINC PARTS :') :):)0016
00 C,72 IPA=1.7 J00016
IHPlEN(ItlA) .. U: .. l.E-(t:)CCTC 972 ooon16
WRITE(bt'S71)IP~tPlEI\(IP!'),IPA,\icrVH IP/U ') Cl i) Cl 16
971 F [R MAT ( 5 Xt I L l: ~' GT """ ( I , I 1 , ' ) = I t F 10.6 t' c ~~, • 5 X. • VO l. DI '\ M. ( I t I 1 t' I =I. 000 i) 16




1 C16 ,C 17 , ( 4 f ( ':: , (U , CI, 02, 03 , (J 6, (] 7 ,() 8 • 09 :) 00 J 1 1
2,CIC,CII,C13.C14,J15 000017
980 FCRMATIIIIIII/5X,lhEIG~TCF RGGGHi~SS (RH) =I,FS.5,' C~'15X, 000017
l'GIH+1 * (R.2-RlI/R:-l,,\:1,Ff.~.·)*~\I,F6.3,' I (PR**·,F6.3.'*({Tw+-273.000017
2 1 5 I I (T ß" 2 7 3 • 1 5 ) I '* *' , fc .:3 , ' l = , /5 XI f = , • F 6. 3, '* (H1'4+ ) ~,,~d • F tJ • 3. ' +- , • F 9.3 'J 00:) 1 7
3,'/IHh+I**' ,f-{::..31115X. 0)0017
5 'RIH+)=(f, F6.3,'+-', F7 .. 1.'/IH~+I'**', F6.3,')**', F6.3,'+',F6.3, 000011
6 ' *L /\ ( RH! ( • f f 6 '" 3 • • * ( f\ 0- R1 ) ) , / 1 2 X• • ... ' ,F 6 .. J , ~ / i Hw+) **' , F b • J, • t,< ( I T }v + 27 [) ;) 00 11
73.1t) /llBl+273.16)-1)**',Ft..~I/) )00-)17
\"i R 11 E ( 6 , 372 1 ) J L I f\ ~H , ( I , G: F I f\ ( I I , 1:= I ,'~ r< 0 J S ) 0) I} I) 1 7
3727 FCRMATi//5X,'M~XI~U~ fCwER FR(~ TiE LINER:'IJ5X,'Q ~AX=',E15.5, )00018
1 I CAl/SEC*CM' 000J18
2 1J15X,'i"1AXP1I jCJ FCIIEH Cf RCJS:'//15X,'C MAXi',I4,'l=',E15.5,W0018
3 'CAl/SEC*C/,') I J00018
IfINJPRC1.EQ.CIGCIC 37~C 000018
WRITE{6.3131) 000018
3731 fCRMATIIJ5X,'CUEFFICIEi\TS FeR TH: PClYNCf>/lAl PiWFIlES OF TdE ROD P000018
10l<.ER ( C TAKEr,J IH HE RECINNIf\G (JF TflE !\CTUAl PART I:'f) 100018
DO 3729 l=l,i\JP~QT 100018
3129 WRITEI6,372BIX2JPPQiIJ.i'CCOiI 9 J),J:=1.NQCCC) 010013
1728 FCRI.AATU5X.'./IS FAR,.\S X =1,FICl.6,' C"1 :'/(5X.8EI5.5» ')00019
~RITE{6.3733) 000019
3 1 33 f ( Rr~ AT (J /5 X , ' CC EF r: I eIE (\ f S F0 P T HE P Cl YNJ '" I AL r R(] Fl LEU F TIi E LI NEq J 0 0 I) 1 9
1POwER ( J TAKEN AT HE ßECINNINC JF TH[ .ACTUAL PART ): 'n 000019
De 3732 I=l,f\ooR~T 100019






G AND C(~~ECTI(~S FC~ IhE Srl'NNElS o q
C
CA L NDEX NS[l,f\EXCef\, STi<,NST(T,nC;"HI
NSPER= SICT-NSH<
j-REHlINC 1/'iRITE INPGT [~H
". .. '* '@ CI." Cl 18 * '8 ..
) ,J=I,J} ,NS=l,NSTCll
) , J = 1 d I , NS=1 , ~ SIe Tl








REA 0 ( 5 , 2 1\"1 SPO, (DIS T( I ) • I = 1 ,f'J S° AC T)
Wf< Il E ( 6 • <; 70 I ;,... S pe. ( I , CIS T ( I I • 1= 1 ,,\I;? 'I CTl
970 FCRMA1(1/5X,'SPACERS (AT 20 OEGREtSI:'/15X.'wIiJTH=·,FlO.6,·














4-CORRECTICN OF ThE INPll [1~ENSI(~5 TC T~KE I~TO ACCOUNT THE







EXFTBP=l.+EXPCUlfl D Ipe I IP"! )*( TßP ll"'A( [P~d-20 .. )













L0 1 1 XEXT \~ ( I EXT ~~ I = ( x[ 1( T '<'i I I EX T~ )- SP LE f\ C I * C)( Fnn
1012 CCNlINUE
I F ( 1\ 0 PR r.: ( I 0 i~ l • t: rJ • J ) GCH 1C1 '5
[ CPR ,)1= ~ [J PR, 6: P ... i
IePRQ2=f\CPRCP+NilORC( 1Ft I
NDPRr:p= IC D RQ2
DC 101'* IDPRG:=IC?RH,ICPFr,:2
(ALL r~ODFQDIIDPRc:,~;JrRCT,[\cnC(,QCCiJ,[fT.H)
(All MOCFQD( ICPRIJ,NJPRCT,I\CJCC,CL.JC'], XFT\~TI
IG14 X2DPQ( [DP~QI=(X20pg\:(IiJFR(J-SFlE'J)l* )(FT\I-;T
1015 CCNTINUE




















































J J )J? 5
:1))')25
O~:)O)2j




(1 ,Je )2 I)
J );)026
C' () 0:' ~ 6
:)CJJü26
WS? IPA)=VlSPO"'Cl .. +;::XP(C TBTIPA IP~) ;$: TBTIPA(IPA)-20 .. 1
De 881 SPAC=ISPAC dSPAC2
881 DI~1(I5PAC =(OI~T(ISPA(I-SFLE~(I*EXFSP
882 SPlENO=SPLE~O+PlEN(IPAJ
E XC CN= NEXCO r,~
00 933 IPA=1,7
EXFP)P=l .. +EXPCLlTEPIPt (IPA) 1*(TBP IPIH IP/\)-20"l





RTIP cl IPß}=RTIP {IPAI*EXFT\-,T
vC I/u'H Ir,., I=V[I'IM( I PI'lI*EXFHT






























oe 10 IP A." 1 , [PU
P lE 1\ ( I PA 1= P l E N0 ( I ?~ ) *( 1 ... EXpe C I LU I j.JA ( I PA I ) * I Hn I PA ( I P J\ ) - 2 0 • I )
PL EN ( I PA,.., 1= P l E r~ I I j:,A~ 1- F l Et\ (.I PA I
1O CCNTINLE
00 e86 I PA= 3 , 5
IFIPlFNIIPA).LE .. l.E-(clGClC 82(;
























































































DO 102 lEX W=IEXT IEX1~2
1 21 E TW IEXTW =XEXT~IIEX +SPlEN
l022 ce T NUE
10 3 SPlEtj=SPLEN+PlENI P:\}
UNHlE=PLENCll+PlEN(3)
5-REARRANGEMENT OF ThC CEC~ETRIC ßX!AL JATA IF THE CALCULATln~ DO[S












NE XPRT = 1\ EX P~T-~! EX D r~ I I P ,~ }
NEXPRS=NEXPRS+NEXPRIIP~1
~~ EXPR ( I PA) = 0






NSP AC T= N5PAC 1 -1\ SPli C( I P t I
NSPAC S= l\ SPAC S+ 1\ SPI\ C ( I Pt I
NSP1\( { [P A I = 0
6 53 2 ce N T HI UE








I f( XE Xr K( I ) "U: ,,0. I I EXPF 1 = IE X0 PI H
6533 PEX(Ij=PEX( HNEXPRSI




XEXPR {I }=XE XPR ( [+ I EXPR] I
973 PEX(II=PEX(I+IEXPRll
6534 ce NT H.JU E
IF(NEXT~T .. [O.OIGOTO t~3t
IEXTW1=O
oe t535 I=l,NExT~r
)( E XT~ ( I I = X[ )( TI; I I +- ~,! EXh S ) - ST l E !\
If(XFXHd II.LF:.O.1 IEXTid=IEXT~l+-l
6535 ce!'. TINUE




9 14 XExhJl I I~ XE )( T'" { I + I EXH. 1 I
0536 CCNTINUE
















































































































00=C ~ NSFA(S -sr E
eR JJ=GRI(f\S, 11
GRI NS J=GRIIJ\S,J ,I+NSPACSJ
.!\f\j;) I.CE.!\SPACS .H40. NSiJI\CS.GT .. :)GRfL~S
.. AND.









• E .. NSiJ '\CT
















F sr AC 1 • GT.. NSPA () 0 l 1\ S PA ( 0 == r s PA Cl
I NSPACT EQ 0 ~ANO. ISPßCI.E~ .. ClGOTJ 6533
00 9 7 !=l,NsoAOO
oe 2003 1\5= NSTC
00 2004 J=1,3
f ISP Cl.GT"O GRIO)=GRI II\S,J 9 [
F .. LE .. NSD,c\CT lGRl'~S,J, I ):::::GRI 11\5,J, 1+1 SPACU
f " GE SP ACl. M, J " I 5P ACl .. Gr .. C • A'J') " I .. L F. " NS PA CT) GP I { \~ S , J , I +- l} =
=GRlüO
IF I GLISPACI "AND. ISD,~Cl.GT.. C .ll'n. I.GLf\,JSPACTlGRIUJS,J,
~NSPACT+ll=GRIOO
If I.GT.NSPACTlGC1C 2C(4
GR I P (N S d f I l = Gk I P Pl S , J , I -I- I SPt\ C 1 I
CCNIINIJE
IF NS .. lE NSTR .GR. LGLJ\SP,'CTICCfl 2003

















ELEN P EN 5 +PlE
2
c

























INITIAL UNr[AlfJ S crTH 0\~T
FIRST HEATE) SrvCH1Th PtlRT
FIRST UNrEAlEC FCLGH PAFT
PO~GH PART I~EßTEC CR U~H~ATEJI
LAST UNHEATED FCLGH P~Rl
~ECJND rEAlED 5~((TY PAPT
LAST U'JHU\TEC S:-I\(C1Ii P~RT
D0 8~ 8 dIP 1\= 1 , 7
I F ( I PA .. [C .. I P AE~.~ Ct 1 I ::: ALL T ~J PJJ rl { N ST ,I T , iJ STt , T ( LI, P ( L 1 , PPA;; { L 1 ,
*T Ei 'f PE J • PE 0 ~ 1'\ k ~ I N)P P • i'J H C ~. , r FA. I P\ Ern •2 • Xl A~ 1 • X( LI ~ S TL Eh ::.. '42 I











FREL=FAREL IP I 0(0)53
Z CIPI\=ZWC *ll.+[XPCC TEPIP/\lPA )*(TBPIPA{[PA)-20.)I )00054
POBAR= O*C.S80tt5 JOJJj4
irJR TE (lt'191l TITLElIdl=L~ld=lp4},C.~,Z:,~CIPA,D,LEf\;GTH,\1Sflt\c.r).pl)0001'54
1,POE R 010154
SI 9 eR j\<1 T ( 1H1 • 5 X , "t /~ 9 I / I 5 X • f C= , , F 10 .6 " C"P / 5 X • I 1= • , F 10 • 6,' 01' /5 X • 0'] 01 54
• lW C= ,F 10 .. 6 " CM. '! 5 X • ' \j [ l. CI A'-1 ET E r<. = I • F 10 • 6,' C ''1 I / 5 X, 'D /l. RT L [!'j GT0 0 0 i) 5 4
2 H= e F 10 " 5, j [,"1 I 1/5 X , $ f', U I'v [1 ER (r:; p \ C t: ~ S= I , [3 I 1 5 X , tINLET C,FFH T I J ~.J SJO 0 '1 54
3 • 5X~'I:\IU:T L\H'.:?ACE 1EHERATLPr:=·tF7.;~,' C'/5><,'Ii~L[T I)RESSURE='0001S4
4,FIO,,7,' i<G/S;;)Cf'': =',FIC.7,· B,~!{S'J/lln ::>00054
If MSPAC.EQ.OJGCTC S68 300054
SPAC2=ISPAC+MSPAC-l )00055
WRI T E ( 6 t S 6 7 ) ~ S P ( I D,\ ) I I ] I C ] S T ( [ J Ir", I sr> !\C ~ I S P AC 2 ) ) (I D) 5 5
967 r OR~~AT 5X. I S PAC ER S (0 151 MK [S ',RE E V,HUHE D FRml THE 8UNDL E El'JTRAl\lC1J0055
























RH=RHI Pß (I PA-2) 0)0157
WRITEl6,9gOJRH 000057




00 Ci 9 2 [ =1 , 1\IR C0 S Cl '1 0;) 5 9
Ql r )=QP IN{ I) *PlCHl 0')0053
C;9Z QTCT=QTCT+Q ( I) ') )0158
C J00159
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••• ••••••••••• 1000~e
c OJO)58
C 8-SU8ROUTI~[S hEArr,TCT(EC,IN~U~, K~PC8R 000053
C 000059
CAll HEATIINSTCT.NSTR,I\SEl,f\EXCCr'\,If)'\} D::')()59





:JEeile :JE.n[\lee[\, /.ITeIN "JSEl,NSTCT
LL KAPCOR ~SlC ~STP
9-DEFINlTHN Of H-E RECHt':': HEFE YJISTUFßED flUh IS







DXSI =XOEST*OETC J 161




IfUMSPAC.EQ.O .OR. IFfl.i\E.IP,\STl;iJTO 7101 JJO'06)
oe 70C2 NS=l,~STCT 000060
NP = NP I N INS) )0 [\ 0 6 ')
00 1002 J=l,NP )00061
00 7002 ~=l,NP 000061




HIIPA.EQ .. IPAST .. CR. II.EC.1IGeTiJ 7(09 )00061
00 1008 f\S=l,NSTOT 000061
NP=NPIN(NSJ JJ0061
DO 1eG8 J=l,NP ))0061
DO 7008 ~=l,NP 000062






00 4430 (=!SPAC,JSP 001062
11SPAC=I-ISPAC+l 000062
IPAfD=IPAFO+l 0J0062
XSTART( IPAFD)=DISTII )+C)(~1+~S?IIC>AI*'O.5 )00063
XENCI I PA f D- 1 1= lJI S T( [ 1-\\ SPlI °/\ I*0 • 5- J X::: >IJ rJ) 0 I) 6 3
PGDPT(llSPACI=O. )00J63
EPSIT(I1S DAC)=O.. )00063




00 5600 J=l,NP 2)0063
DO 55G9 ~=l,NP 000063
IfIIRGRUNS,JI.NE .. JPII\I1\5,tJ)IGC11J 5'jQ9 DJOJ64
EPSISCII\S,M,llSDACI=GR)(I\S,J,!J )00064
PGCPSC {!\S,M, I1SPACI==GR IP (f\S,J. I) '}C0064











P G0 PTl I 1 SP AC I = P GD PT( I 1 SP AC) + PG0pe ( NS, 11 SP/\ C) ) J 0 ) 65
EPSI C ( NS, 11 SP,\ C 1= EP S H If\ ~ , I 1SPA( ) Nd NS) D0,);J 6 5
PGDPC(NS9I1S?ACJ=PCOPC(\S,11SPAC)*JE(~SJ*O .. 25!AINSJ 100)65
5601 C(~lINLE )00065
EP S IT « I 1 SPA CJ.= EPS Ir { I 1SF/l eIl ASE ( () Ci Y)6 5
PGOPTI IlSP\CI=PGDPT( IlSPtC)$DETCH:0.?.. 51/\,SEC 00))6')








\j tJ ':; , tl, I, S H
EP'; LCJN TeTr 5 5X
F =:P sie s
F \I E S
1 SP C •
f\P
1 I 5 5 X • EP '; r LCi\ =• ,f 117





SP C =GkI L~ EPS SC
NE 2 GUTe S7S











lO-SUBROUTlNES INGE AND CE~~CC
S
NS
g 5 ceNTI UE
02 eON NUE
R TE 6,S60 I EPSIT I SPßC
60 F(RMAT I 5X ·SPACfF ~R
00 S6't S= ,!\JSTCT
NF=NPIN NS
R TE{6,S61INS , EPSIC f\'
*EPSISC(f\S,M rlSP C , =1





4430 (ON Ii'lU E
12 (CNTINUE
tl-INLET M~SS HCI'< RtlTES tf\[ TE'~r:;::RHdf~r:S ~[VALUATIm·j [)f- 0f\[SSJRE
UJSS i\f THE ButJlJLE I"lET














1 333 F ( RM AT« / I 11 30 ( • '*' );; 'j ;.: ,
* 'PRESSUkE lCSS OL[ Tl
*FIC .. 7,' E4RS C (Jt-,l=',f4 .. 2,')'/I)
If\LET=2
DPeßR(11=PEJBAR-PE9~R-[FEEßR
IFISTLEN.GT.1.E-06 OR. IFUNCh.[J.2IGOTO 4435
WRIIEI1,1)NSPACl





























































CM 5X NL ßER OF SE
















































XMA SS5 ( i\ S,M ) = 1 •
OCHi'HNS,'ß)=ü.
OhAn~S,I',q=O.
























































































I F ( TIM E 2 • ;:; T .. r I ,v EP J I CAll 1 ~ l= U~, I l\ STJ T ,i\ ST f~ , T (:< I , P ( K) , t"J PAR (K ,



















Q0 CCI ( I CDCO I = () ce 0 ( I I iJO EV, 1(,; 0 ce I
3401 ,;)LDCOI (IQCCO)=:nccu{ I IC)[V, leece)
;,~ DEV= F Q DEVI Q0 CCI. NQ CC[ , XFF C ( I :;::; EV) • xPR ,~ I W J EV1 ) I + 'J 0 EV
Y. Ci 2 :) l 0 [V= Fee EV {QL C(C I , ~4 QC ce. x PR C ( I (~J :'V I , XPR) l [C OE V1 I ) + ) l DEV
CIJEV=QOEV/H
QL DEV= Q LDEV IH
3102 CONT INUE








a504 fC RMAT l I Hll
"iR I TEl 6, 151 K,H, xrv·
15 F 0 R;~ AT I 5 X.' A XI !\ L SEC T I C".J 1\ R • ' , I 't, ') X, fes ECTI GN




IFINSPAC1.EQ .. OJGOTC It
























F M 5J 5X 2
C NT
00 "* STC T
S G NS = •
HI NS =0
P=NPI"J 1\5
00 444 1 ,M::: 1 NP
















...... ........... .... - -$I ,. 'CI Je «11 .. '" 4& .
15-THE lcep ITCORR STARTS
oe 49 ITCORR=l.ITCM
IFCINOSP{KLEQ.2 .1\f\lO. ITCCF,R.GT.2IGOTO 45
lAM8DAIK)=L~Ml
ODDCT=u.









































































*SCPT es L '1 0















I F TC 0 RR• [J .. 1 ) S I GI,n 1\ S 1:= S I G'A ST






IF rTCORR.EiJ.l SIG~AI(f'S NI=SIGf'sr


























CAll TRI ( AlK , NS f 1\ SC3 CC 9 I Fr! t P F [ \i , ,"1!) T, KH, ,~c l'Ii Cf O. r~ EC ,t> /\ C , ) E:: TC, D[ Tcl )u) q 6





C~**~'*SUB-SUßCHMji\jEL CALCULA1ICfI, FCR THE \<Jf,LL CHANf\ElS~-*:':~':<*:';"i<*****'~i;<*':<* :lJiYH
c tI L l R EC( ALK, NS , ~! sec; C N5(4 5, I Rh, P~ :J V, I:> ~), T, P. H, H1 , AL r A,j A , AC I1 , J I:: C\,1 • "') DI) J 9 7
*EC,AAW,CE ,ATCl.DETCl.MFLCh,kk,C,C.~,NSTR.h,PIKJ.PILJSQ)?G,TEl, )) n97
* S U:{ • LI "1 T • CJC 0 • ;\ T SCl-. eIL: :: , [ rv 1 dj5 0 0 ,'iL F /\ Cl} :i)(' ) 9 7
r~ S~=NS- 1\ STR ) er 0'-)7
IF(K.GT.IIGOTU ;455 010198
00 4451 JWC=l,? J00098
I F IrR EA [ I. • EQ• 1 .. C'{ • I S1 fj 11\ • EC • 1 I "1 SCi C UJ Si/i. \'1 , J ~"i( } =11 SC H 1 ( \1 S ."1 I ! !'l. SC H() [J 0 'J 9 9
* NS • t-1) *AseH \-J C ( NSw~ :'J, , J \;I C I I f 2 in 1 P ( !\~, '1 I ) ~: ');) 9n





























L E FOR T~E ~H[L[ E NDLE FRICTICN FACTeR
If ITCCFF.CC.l GGT[ ~l
JDOCT=DUCJT*IMFLOW*ASECI/ISB~f\S*~T)TI




















45 ceNT INU E
IfIITCORR.U:.lTC2IGCTC 41:
DELAM=AßS(LAMe[A(~l/lA~l-l.)
IfLN'lT.IDELAfII.U:.l .. E-C4 .(]H .. U:ELA'1.LE.l .. E-C3 .MD ITC'lRR.GL
* neu .. OR. {uEl"lM.LE .. L,[-02 o.\JD. ITCORRoGT .. IITC1+5»1~'JTO 48
fit e .. 1$. .. CI .. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. 111 * .
19-CORRECTleN Of T~E CCMPlTED SURFACE PIN TEMPERATURES FOR THE BlUT
EFFECT AND FüR T~E RA[IAL POSITIC~ OF THE THERMOCOUPLES
20-CAlCUlAIICN IN T~E ChANNElS, IN IhE SUßCHANNElS AND IN TrlE TWO







5 ce I E
TOT=)( l +SILEN
PBAR )=p l)*C .. 980665
CPBAR l)=PE08~P-PBAR(ll
IF(IPUNCH.EQ.l)wRIfEC1,1 IPA















IF( QTOT.lE.l.E-06IGClC 5C OJ0101
00 53 NS=l,NSTCT 000107
NSW=NS-NSTR 080107
NP=NPIN(NSJ 0JOI07















00 3121 JWC=1,2 000109
CA II ceR In E n wwC( NSW, fII , J j., C ) , TA ViJ C( i'J SA, .., , J WC) , PB T , NS, I"~ , J we , BHlT 0 [) 0 109







IFIIPUNCh .. EQ.1)WRITECl.öC69JXM 100109
Da 88 NS=l,NSTCT 000110
NP= NP rN (N S) 0 )0 LI 0
Da 3723 ~=I,NP 000110
3723 QSECTCM)=QQINS,~)*QDE\~Hl ~JOlla
WRnE ( 6 ,87 J NS, (J PI N( NS ,M ) , TWCNS ,~ I ,JS Ee T ( M) ,1'1= 1~ NP I Cl) 0 1 11
81 FORMAT(I12.3(I5~2E15.5)1 J10110
I f ( I PU Ne h .. E \J .. 1 ) WRITE ( 1 tb ( 69 ) ( T W(1\ '), MI, M= 1 , /Il P J (j )011 ')
If(NS .. lE.NSTRJGCTJ 88 000110
NSw=NS-I\STR J)Ol1)
I F ( I rUNC H. EQ.l H<' R11 E « 1, 6( eS) ( Tl I i\ ER« NSl'I , MI, pi = 1 ,I'l PI J 00110






















21-ENO OF T~E LeCp ITCORR
22-DEFINITICN OF IrE INlEl ~tLUES CF CHANNEl AND SUBCHANNEl
VARIABLES FOR THE NEXT AXItll SECTION; SUBSEQUENT AODnI1T~S FOR
AVERAGE VALUES CF VARItBLES
C R,DPA ~85CO ~ PA SPAC
L ORMT NS C NSTR IS1 ATC ASEC MFlUw
IRH.EQ. .A~O. QTC1.G .1.E-OtICALL ALL E
* IK,NSTCT,NSTR,RH,SUR,C,PIG, TEL ,PßT,&85GO,RTSI
IfIIRH.EQ.2 .ANG. QTCT.Gl.l.E-OtICALl W LLTE



































56 FORMATIIHl,'CALCUlATI(~ STeps: ITCORR=',IZ/5X,'1 lA~BDA=·,E15.7t5XOOOl14












00 100 NS=l~NSTOT 000116
TEMF ( NS »= (2 • *;H V«NS J *TA V«f\ S J- 10' I ( NS I '*THW (N S) I I '1 M2 nl S) 000 1 1b
MI(NS)=~~2(NS» 800116
NP= NP I N ( NS I 0 J 0 1 16





IFINTYPIf\SJ.NE.3 .OR. INrSPIK).EQ.2JGDTO 6t47 000117









IfCK.EQ.l .OR. NEXHdIPAJ.EQ.C)GOro llaG OJOU3
IF(X(K) .GT.XEXHd IEXH.CI.AND.X(K-U .lE.XExnHIEXHlCl }GDTD 1181 00CH18
IFiK.EQ.N .AND. X(N+l).Gl.XEXTWII~XrWC) .~~D. X(NI.lE.XEXTW(IEXTWCJOOl1R


































































I F I CQ NS ."1) • GT • 1.. E- 0 6 ) : CM SS= (; Q ( N~ ~ H *WJ EV,~ J EIN S) >\: F20 TI PO>J S • MI I
I SUR'*ITWINFINS MI-TS(~INS,MII~KAP~A{p~TfrSCH(NS.MII)*D>\:O.51




'* Th I NF ( NS 9 M) ) *RH C( PR T , TseI- (/\ St "q ) I
JlINSC=ClIN~*GlOEV*PERll~TYPNS)*ASCHI~S,~J/ACHINTYP~SI*Hl

























































SE CTI H\Jr 0 Li: P, JiJJ l E r LGLUES Cf V,L1R[~ElES FC0 HE
GeTe 25 3
26-CVAlUAfICN ANO PRI'Hlf\C CF AVUUJ,C[: V\lJES OF V'\kI48LES f[Jf( THr:::







DEPTnT=p L -p 1 0 0132
WRITE 6,8380 ))0132
d8SG FCRMAT( Hli-X VßRf;~Pl[S rCR HE ,,/L1'lLC l3U'H)l['JSXdH'_·l//11 [100132
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KAPCOR C01PJIES THE i<~FPt~ 'v/\LUES F;li~ THE L~i'iIi'j'\R CAlCULHI HJ5 ))0507
(IF [K/\PP4=l, CTI-'[RI<.]SE stVES H'~ VAlUtS iJF BlnCK ,JAT41'\'JJ (F)')S()C'
COkRECT5 THE KAp0A VALlES CF THE :C~NER AND WALL CHAN~ELS IF Ir 1500(5)9
DESIRED TO HAVE T~EkE AECLT T~[ S\~E V'lU[ CF IlAMRDA/~Q. JIAM. I ))0510
oJ OS 11
C ( MMn f\ L A"'1 I t\j 2 I FATl? ( 3 1 , F CTI? ( 3 l Ir \U 3/ H Yi' ! 4 2 J / G[ 1\ 2/i\ 142 J / GE\i 51 :' J 0 "; 12
1 DEI4ZJ/INPAR/IP~/l4~I~K/BKAD~A(1,~I/lAMINL/~KAPP4(42J 0005L3




I F I I KAP PA. t ). 1 ) CALL SELI', 1>\ ,1 y, .) ') 1 R
00 5 NS=l,NSTCT 00051 c
IFINS.lE.NSTRIGCTC 3 )~052J




5 AKAPPA(~SI=iJKAP~!l( fPA, ITYP) J;}05?5
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20\KAPPAlf\S =(~E( I\Sl"'F81IP ([1YPll**?*PP
35 CONTI NU E
00 29 NS=l,i\jSTCT
I 1 YP= r~ 1 YP N S l
2J HRITEI6.30INS,AKAoPAINSl.EKAPPA(I~A,ITYpl

















































REAL FJ~CTIC~ KI~F(3r[1) 000555
c----------- - ---------- --,---- ---,--- ------- ---------,------------- --- ---- JO 05 56










REAL FUI\(TICN K~[T(T~1 000567
C KMET EVAlUATES TrE CC~CL(TIVIIV OF TH[ DIN CANNING ))0568
C'-- -----,-- -----------------,-- ----------,------------------ ---- ------ --) 00569
C 0)0571
CU1 ;""C NJ [ AT Kii D1 { 7 j , J 2 ( i I I H'J PAR 11 ?!\ D) I) ') 71
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------------------------------------------------------------------J~O~95
NEW1JN F ~OS R2 IN T~E Lt I A (LCuLATICNS OF THE CENTRAL JJ0596
SUBCHANl\E S MJC' HE C[fIUAL pnRTIfJ~,IS Cf THE hi\LL '}dJCL1.tJ :::LS JüCi5'}1





















SUßFOUTINE NORIYT(t\STCl,t,jSlR ,Tf3T,\TCT,,4SECl,iVFLLh) J~)0619
C----------- - -----------.----- - -----.--.- ----- ----.----------- ------- - -------:):) DiS 2)
C N(RMT f\J[RIvlAL UES HE Cl-A~f\EL TErv?c;~,iHURES TC TH[ TUTAl "lUli( 000621
C TEMPER4TURE,THE SURCbA~~EL TFMPER\TURES TO ThE TE~PERATJRE Jf THE ))0622
C CONT:'d~JING CHANNELS. Il !\CRI'1AllZE)~lS[J IHr:: VALUES UF THE )J')62-3
C T EMPER 4T UR~ S CF n E n r Fe RTI C1'; S :] F rH E \~ U L SUEs CHA: J~J EL '} IO TI-I E :) 0 0624




CU~ WJ ~! I GEN 2/ n I 'i 2 J I S UP 1/ t SC Hl (4 2, 31 I S J3 ? If SC tH 42 , 3) • '1 SC H( 42. d I Ci Q 062 q
1 II~D3/NTYP(421/~EAt/NPI~(42J,J?r~(42,3)/MUR5/TAV(421 DJ0630
2 IMC96/MAV(42)/~(SE7/~4h( Ll,2,2J/~CSE8/4SCHWC(l8,2,21 0)063L









00 11 NS=I,NS1CT )80641
11 TAVINSI=TAVINS1+DlHA*A(NSI/~AV(t\SI 100642
00 5 NS=l,NSTCT 000643
NP=NPIN(~SJ DCl0644
SHSCH=J. 000645
De 1 M= 1, NP )00646
1 SHSCH=SHSCH+MSCH(~S,MI*lS(H(NS,~1 )1'1647
OEH=MAVCNSJ*TAVINSI-SHSCH )00648
oe 4 ~·=l,NP 0[\1)64<;
RAPPA=AS(HI~J/A(NSJ ))0650




00 2 JW(=l,2 }J0655
2 Sh~C=SHhC+~AhCI~S~,rv,J~CJ*TAVkCCNSJ,~,JWCI ))0656
DEl-WC=MSCH(NS,~)*TSCHI~S,~I-SH~C ~JQ657
DO 3 JWC=I,2 )Q0~58
9
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FUNCT1 C 1\ RE L4 M( 1\, C, P , 1 E, T\\ , i' , TL I '11:: r:(, [T y f) , R 1Dk 2L, PH1W H} J ,) 0 {-, (-, c;
--------------------- ---------------.--------- -_.--- -'-- ---- -------- J ') 06 1 iJ
C REl A11>1 CC"'! PUT ES 11-- [ l 1\ fV 11\ ,HI REYNCL) S i'~ J''4 I) ~R S FJ R THE C~ L C J L '\1 I J )) 0 f- 7
C OF HE SUßCHAi,NEl FRHTICI\ FACTC·~S ))06 7 2
C )0)67'0
REAL M )11674
C("'1 MON I 11\ PAR I I P A/ l A~ I 1\ :; 1FT I r ( 7 I / C H / f) I ::; I ,] DA R 3 I PER l ( 3 I ! AYH I rT CfJ RP, ) J J b 7 5
1 IRETEM/TI\Y ]J0676
Tl=TlINER 0)0677
I f ( I PA I 2 *2. NE .. I PA. J R• [1 CGl< R .. E~ • 1 , T \~ = T '1 J :) i](-. 73
RENU =M*r IIA*RHC{P,TPI) )JJ67g
TNY=TW JnJ~30
IF ( n yP .. NE.. 1 .. MW • I P /'> I 2 *2 • ECo " I FA .. M,j ) • I TCJ RK.. GT• 1»)00 ') B1


















FUNCT I C l\ RH f) LUS ( HPLUSB, T \11 , 1 E, C PLU.~ , ,.P Li ,:)~; , T ,3 1 , Y[ j-q ) 8) '" S C
C-------------------------------------·-- ------------------- ------------).J 0[,91
C Je: J692
C RHPlUS EVALUATES T~C FL~(TICN R(H+) )00693
C IR HPl = 1 R ( H+ ) = K( fj',H ) ... C( t\ S 1 I {H" + I ,~ ,~ CJ \j S T* (L"ll Tb 1- 1 ) "'* CtVJ S T'" =<1 169 't
C +CC~jSl*AlCG(HR/(0.H*lfU-Rllll ))')695
C [RHPl=2 R(H+I=RIH3t) (F[R 1~E L\ST U~H:AIED ROUGH PART) )00696
C 180697





C1W=(TW+213 .. 161/ITB1+213.161-1. 0007 1 l
IFCCTW .. GT.O.ICORRTk=CT~**BIJ 100704
G() T(1 3 ) ,HH () 5
2 HPlLS=HPLLSß ))'''17,)1)
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SEL ce pures TI-E K,~PP~ \iALUCS F1fz filC SUf)CH1\I~j[lS I\'U T'-U: nn Je )74('
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SIMlAI CCRRECTS THe ~l~~ELT ~U~P[RS ~NJ THE OI~~NSIONLESS T~~PERATJn0770
URES CF THE UN~EATE=
LAMINAR (AlCUL~TI[NS
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CGl Mmll ~ E A6 I N~ I N( 4 2 I • J ? r 1\ I 4 2. ? I / I -Jl)j /'H Y[) I 4 ,2 I !')P \ R3 / PER l {3 I
1 I SUB 1/ ASeH ( I" 2. 3 ) / ( ECCI A(H { J 1/1 1\ :<.1 21'" S 1. 'J SZ/I \j:J A()! P :\
2 ILA~[~K/aKApp~{1.3)/lAMI~J/~K~PP\(42)/hAlLCC/hFCJlI1~.21.
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C---------------- ------- _.- --- - ---- - ----------------.------------- ------- J ') 01129
C FUNCTION SMFUNl EVAlLflES SWRTll~4ßDA/8J FüR THl 5~JOTH REGIO~ OF 0)0830
C CCPi'lEP SU9CHM"NELS ISECOf'L: CAl(UL;\TIC:~ ST~PI. J00831
C 001832
C[ "1"1 J NI 1\ NG11 R 2 I 3 i) I ,U f.' ( ? C) I C CL A 121 (.JU~ 1A ) J 0 Ü 3 3
RETA= RO/R2II} 000834






:J J ) 8 1~ 1
.. ,. !fil 0" 4Ii 4) '" .. lIIiI <B ,. .. ,. ., ". e ,. O' ,. ')00.342
AT THE FIRST ITCRATI[f\ If\ RECA~G
Ar HF TI- E F IR ST I Tr: ~H TI Cf\ IN RE Cn(;
S '~F U~J 1-= I 2 • 5 *' n cc( ( K~ ( I 1- Re) Fe ,,\ I *R. cA I1~)'i LI :\ I - G I * CS + 5 • 5 '" ( J l 41 'i
P ETURN
JAS T2= SC!=<T ( I 1 • - 8 Er V' '* 2 l/ ( 1 .- AL FA I I I l ) * ,) ,{ CVI ( CE TC-; T* S 'IR TI RHJ I I l
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C SUßDi-J HALVES Tr.. E K.H ~XL\L Sr.::CTICJ IF CC;-~VERGEt,C[ DR:Jf1LE"S lOi855
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DU 10 1= 1, "j I
I 1= N-[ .. 1
x U+l)=X(II)
X(I!)=X([[-l1
D0 1 ~~)= 1 , t'l Sr GT
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C-------------------------.------- ------ --------------------------------- ') ') 089 '5
C Tl<; EVAlUATES T~E COkREC1[(N FACTOR FJR TH[ NUSSElT NU~lE~5 I~ JJ0896
r: THE RE3IC'J ,-'lHEii,E Tl-E T[~JF[RlITU.([ ?fWFIlE IS ~\jOT vl"-:r FJLLY :lC!)Qg7
C DEVELooEO ( (t-l<;E CiF TLFf3LlENT Fl'~,J I )"J0398
C INU=1 : FOR S','CCTH Q[CS JOJ899
C INU=2 FCR ~JUGH Rces )00900
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FUNCTION TMEIPAT,Ml,M2,T ,T2,lb~1,L~~2,Al,A2,CTURB J10927
C----------------------- ---------------------- ----------- --- ---- ---- -- --::J~' nq:2 ~
C T;~E EVAlUA ES TH 'JlASS FlC\;, RtTES PER UNIT LEfiGTH EXC-1L\'IGE:O JUf:: JJC!CJ2'i















F UNe T 10 N nl U( Tri, TL , IlY P , P EKl , P I G, 'U [ P I Q'Y19 4 ':i
------------------------------------------------ ------ ---- -------- J ) 09 4b
TNU EVAlUlITES Tf-f T'::f'JHRiITUf<F n A'-lICH REY~CU)S fJUMo,[f"S "'lUST '1(!0947










CJ 0 095 (J
FUNCTICN TU1ENUIREI,PPIJ )jJ951
C--------------------- -------- ----- ---------------------- ------- -------) ') IJC)", n
, TUBE(\JLJ EVAlUATES HE f\lSSELT NUMdER UF .A Td')t: 'vJITH THE SA'1E REYN JLC'00961
C AND PRA?\CTL I\Ut~8ERS AS TI-[ Mf\LLH. SECTICI\ ;.rijSE (i-'.JSS SECTlO'lAL FJC)1b2









C-------.--------------------------------------------------- ---- - ----- --:) (\ rJg 7_~
C TUR8WC EVAlUATES 1I--E (f:O'ETRIC CCN)T~'HS FOR THL: TUP,iJUu::n :JC'!OC'l73
C EXCHANGE 8ETI-IEEN He H.e i=CRTICf\,S OF TH': "'i,"lLL SUßCHlVJNELS }C!JO,74
C Jono75
SINGAM=5INIGAM~A) J)J976
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F UNe T c TWC fE P ( Q-{ i~ Ct'R T \J\ :1))9 9 8
c·_- -------- ------------- --- -------------------------------- ------------.)iJ 0999
C C EP CURRECTS He: ce ?L TES F[J[ rr::v1oE~;,'\TURE TU TAI« PHi] i\CCUJ·H Y11Q.}O
CES lIl:~ OF H::: T EF'''CCfJUPLES I.'~)IOE THE CA\HlU!G)Jl()Clt
C 00 t ')\)2











c- ---------- ---------------.---------------------- --------------- ------------) J 1 0 1 c-
e TWFUN E~ßLUATES ~~ ~VE~A[E VALU~ FJ~ ~CJ TE~P[RATUR[S 001011
C 101112




DO 10 NS=l,NST!lT JOI017
N~=f\PININS) JJ1J1S
ITYP=NTYPINSI uJIJ19

















SUßROUT INE T/I:j( 1,/'..1 ,D.I\LF\,J.h,RH,JcT,i)"{OV, IRH,JAI,·):}[ ,C>·\I.F. ')01033
*RHPl , ri I • TE. 1T T E!V1 P • ,~ P LL S • [ T;. A• P He 1\. :: T Cl, i) • RH C i3 • ETA I ~J. 1'. HQ I \'i, '3 E L\ • E~ 1 , ) J 1 0 3 'j
*Xfl,XC2.Tl,*,CSl 0)1'))')
C--- --- - - -- - -- ----- - ------ - - ---- -- - - -_.--- -_.-- -------- -- - --- - ---- ---- -'- -- C' ) 1 '.1 '3 6
C SUßrznuTlNE T~U EV'\LJi\TES PCI!\TS JF THi.: UNE f=F(P) (F=l FJR ")UI'JTS))1()37
C] f\ THETA U=0 L I NE) • :-\ J 1 ') JJ
C 0J1J3S
C(MMC~/CAl~M1/(OLAvß/C[lb~2!(Cl\~A!~'RT/ITC[RR/REC1/PVE~T(?OI J)10~C






























IN lHE (ASE OF RCUC~ENEC RCJS
FCR ALL SU8-sunChA~N[LS
IN THE (ASE OF SMOOTH FfC$
1 CCNTINUc
ww=w-(IECI +ElI-1 I';C.~-E;,411*XCl
ZAI = loHi- C• 5 >" ! 0 +- ,) \I ER T{ I I ... iJ " t RTl! - 1 I I
DElTAE=ElIl-EII-lI
JBl=2.*IPVEKT(I-ll*TM\{'3EPI-EII-lll*P/ALFA-C
2 DA[=4 .. *ZAI/XC2
PAI=uEL lAE*XC2
ZBI=O.5*130RTID**2+D*[BII-DI
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c------------------- ---------------------- ---------------- ---------- ----) J 1.')99
C TßfUN EIJnU<4TE') HE f"1UI\ LINEk lE:iP[fUTJRE: IN THC AXIAL SECTrJ'l (1111)(\
C 101101
ce 1<1 t1C f~ I SHRfl UD I TLI N E I:< ( lE. ;; ) / CP i\ R?/ PE f'-; l ( j I/I f\ C3/ NT YPI 42) 001102
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T\iPUN PUNCHS HE C1PDS ~'il-lCH '1LST d~ CJl\NGEC HJ ST'\RT ,'I 'JE} JDIUl
CALCULATICI\J STEP {PUf\Ct-II\C UNlTY==ll 1Jl122
THE ACTUM CAlCULIHlef\ Sl[P 15 STlpoEJ '3EC,\LS[ THE AlL~::n.J[D :)C)1123
C LCULAlIC!'1 TI'1[ TI1E P l I-L\S GUN CL,\D)[J (J~ BECliUS[ THE E'.lJ 001124
OF THEI\XIAL PC)t:(TIUj IP~Er;C (IPA["'4J<71 H!'\S 3E[:i LJV[i-~TAKE~~ 0)1125





















LAST RUCK OF (MUS )01147
vI cU TE ( 1 , 4 l { "1 I ( f\ SI, TL /'J P ( " 5 I ,t" S == 1 ,N) TOT) J J 1 148
Je '5 NS=l,~JSTCT JJl!.49
NSk=NS-~STR 0111sr
tJP==I~PININSI Cl y1l51
\''1 R1: T[ ( l • 4 I ( ,.", seI- 1 ( '~ S , ,"1 I , T SCH1 INS • '~ I • v. = 1, '.~ P J J ;) 1 1 ') 2
I f ( N1 YP INS) • E(~ • 2 ) Vi RI TEll, 4 ) ( ( ~ SC.jeIl NSW, '~ • J ''''; Cl. TSC WCLI ~! ; ~~ •. , • J \<i Cl, :) J I, 1 ') 3







J) 11 ') 13
JD 11 ') r:
SUARJUTINE TRICA1(K,NS,~~,IkH.PFJJ.~~, RH,A,DL,MEC,AT,OET,JETOT,01115Y
*Hl,ALFA, H,~,PQl.PR2.SCOFG,TE.SLR,J.A~T.JJDJ.ATSCH.*,:) JJ1160
c------ -- --------.- -----.-------- --_._.-- ------------------------ ------------:\,J11 fJ 1
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I3TIP=3: THE lA~[NAR (~lCLl~TIC" ~UST BE Alse PERFn~MED
All SUß-SUßCHM,NElS I-I1\<E "lEE"! (('PillE]; "VERAGl: SU I1-SUf-\(;HAiJ'll'::L
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REAL MEC,l~ SCH KAPPA LA~LA vSCH
vi ~CN S Uß 5 IL -'lV1 SC I-: 4:/.,? I CE'111 Cf 5 / S J n Sc ci 4 L • U 1') ;\ R. I A
1 ISU86/TSCI-:1l42.:? CLRRlI:;r; II~2] .F'HI<42 J
2 Il MH ~J '5 RT I P ( 7 I I [ A1 / P I G SUi~ J / rl PLJ S ~~ I I; 2, 3 ,lW L !J ') 4 2. 3
3 .~PlJS(42.31,·;>RR (42d),Y)JH{423 /HEA5/iji){42,]l
4 I SSCHO/TBS5Cl 42,:? TWSSC1142,JI,TBSSC2142,J ,T SSC2 42 3
'5 'lA~INO/[2TIDI42.31/LA I~1/AKAPP~(421 ILA~IN2/FAT(P 3
6 FCTIPI3I1U\MlN3JFlATIF(421,F1JTIPI421/lA>Hf\4/F2HP 423,
1 F 2 0 TI P ( 4 2 , 3 I IL M'" I 1\1 7 1Ft P Tr PI; E ;.J 2 / L\ CHA (lt 2 I I S Uß 2 I TSUi Ut 2 3
8 ~SCH(42,31 ISJß22Jl~I~2,:?)/~A~T/ITCCkR/LAMIN9/13TIP 42,3
DI"IENSICN AI301,OE(30)9I'ECI301
SUR-SU3CHANNEl CALCUlATICI\S ( I -= ~U5-S:JßCHAWJEL PJi)EX ) 2J11Q,.
ClOl195
De 1 I-=I,NN 001196
AM1=MECIIl (Ullq?




*,PR 2 , S (~ CPG, /\ '-1 T • TT , [[ ( [ • TE, SUR, 1, I I [ , i 1Pl U5 1 , HP lU S 2, TSC., 1 ( "I S. '1» • (!!) 1 ? 112
*S I G MAI (N S t 1"1 I t PHI I ( NS • " I , 8, 77 7 , C , TWI , fI ,C I CL) 1213
TWIAV=T~[AV+T~I*AlFA 001204
TRSSC2(NS,~ I=TI n012'JS
T~SSC21 I\S,M l=lhl )012J6
If II.GI.ll GOTU 1 OJ1217
T35SC11 NS,M 1=11 JJIzns
lWSSCll ~5.~ I=TWI )J1219
1 CO~TINUE 00121 n























FCR I3TIF=1 eR 13TIP=]
C
2999 ceNT INUE
R[LA=RElAi"i(ASCH(NS,""'* lID( ,CET~FJTP(l ,PEI TSCHU,S,'1 r,~ 'JS 'v1
& ,fJSCH«(\<;d" .0.,1.0 ,l.)
L ~lA~=AKADOACN<;)/Rf.LA
R0 CHJ= c: *S J,{ T{ S) RTU .. )1 { 2 • *p r G I I
CAII [: NTRr R ( K, 1 •1 • i-~ T I P { I F;\ I • R:J CE:~. .,~:: c t: 'J • ~~ S• I [ I • ''1 • DET'" F DTI P{I •
'" Ase H NS • '0 ,~ f AT I P (l I. MSC H ('L; t "1) • P f' • T SC H ( '~ S • Vi I Li\, '" L\1












































Fe R TN 2Ul ENT now AI\ C Re UG I-- Ef\E cn,JS
.......................... - ))1266
FCR lA"Hf\lAR AND FiJR TLRßLLEfn Fl'li ( rltk[ CC"'tS THE CALC!JUHIY~
IN IHE CASE DF TURßULEI\T Fl[~ 1
(CNTINUE
FlA TI P ( NS1= F1 ATI P{i'J 5 I+t SCfe ( 1\ S , v. )1\C IAUJ S I*F2AT I P ( NS, 'I)
FIPTIP=FIPTIP+ASCH«(\S.M}/ACH~(1\51*F2ATIP(NS,~)/F2DTIPINS,~J
F 1DTI P ( 1\ S ) = f 11\ T I P INS 1J f 1 PT I P










13TIP=3: SAGAPC Cr:CIC[S \\~[nER THC fliJJ IS Li\v1PJi\R C}{ TUp·)UL[\jT
IFClM.>1SCHP1S."-1) .. GT.LMILi\f'I )CGTC 30 n
THE FlJII 15 lflM,INAP
CCNTINUE
lA~SCH{~S.M)=lAMlA~
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SUBRfJUT INE TLIr~E( I ,Al ,H1EMF,r.s,K,\LF.:'"D,\'J.RH,D[T.PROV, IRH, CAI .,)ßI))1237
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C I0 ;e " ,. •• $ •••• " ['):)1311
C R.ESEARCH OF n~o CCNSECl,TIVE PClf\1') (HP} ,P} AT ,'iHIC 1 F= Fl\I-Fß Cl,)1312
C HAS CIHEREI\IT S[G~JS I lTERATICf\ LUrJP {TAUl I O)HLJ
C 001314
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Cl () 11 c

































CAlCULAIION CF T~E PI~ TE~PEQ4TU~E CNlY FCR HEATED kOUGHEN~~
SECTIONS
END OF loep ITW : PCI~l REACHEC I~ TH: [ASE CF CCNV~RGE~CE
PROBLEt>1S







*= I. 12, 2)( , • NS= I , 15 , I ) I I
'-{HURN 1
IFlAßSITW1}.lT .. ]Or:O ... ,ll!\D.Aß5(LHl.LT.1)OIJ.IGUHl 2):)5
WRITE(6,20041!\S,JJJ,1~C,1~I




IFP>nYP.U.3 .. 4ND. IT\iJA.i:Q.2lccrl 5YJ
R2=RO+C .. 25*DAI*xC2
GOTn 501















CAII R~w (HP l US 1'\ , T", I , LA t- I B, RE I , P fJ I , TI, Y,JH , g 1DR 2, R2MRCJH , 'H DJ ,R EId,
1 YY(K,!\S,JJJ),~UI,GHPll





















CAlCUlATION CF TrE AUlK TE~PERATURES DF THE TWU IONES 01VIJEO BY 000124






















TI-E LG]P Ir 1
EtC~EC ~ T~E C SE CF CONVERGE~CE
GHH d:<QCfl2 I': ~ YOII ;~?:1;-{:)H FF
lE 1 E- 4 ecn 20)2
~z~lCR* ß
*u S t R
CCNVERGENCE XS q[1C~EL
R TE t 2001 NS.JJJ.I1CC;~R.ll:I.T"'I TI T~,I TJ
FCR iH 5)( ST:JP ,\j FEC4f\i~ lLep [Ln 1=' 3. S=. I 51=', 12
TCORR= .13/5><. TR = [15.5.:X 'T'\1=· F'15.5 5X. TI=8.ElS.5 5X
Z TW = .E 5.55)( eT (=' EI5 5)
RETURN 1










































SUB Rn u r I NE q EC( t 1 (K , NS , 1\ , 1\ Sc 4 5, T,{ '-l, D I{ J V• P !-j , c; f I , fll • /}, L F '\ , A• JE • "1 [C , Ci) 01 2 ,
*AT.DET.AT=T.DET[T,MFL[~,~.C.c, JJJ,NSTR,H,PRl,pk2,s)npG,TC.SUR, JJ012~
*MH,CDCr:,HSCh,CTU3,EI'JI,'*.AlFACEJ :))012i
c-----------------------·--- ---------- ------.------------------ ------------) J D12 i
C SURRUU TI Ni:: REcCn CH CLU' 1 ES FR IC TI D;'l F!\C TOR SAN) APP R()X IA ''Ir E "0 (l12C




DIMENSlCN i\(<t51.(cI45I,iIIEC(451 1 )012t
C lJ4 MON I W~C(H I x. 1\1 SC H3 ( 18 • 2 l • X,,,\ SCh /d 11, .~ I / J '\ T I P I G/ C E~H I G( '+ 5 I .) .) .)1 2 ;:
C IRE C11 P VER 1 ( <; Cl. p~; Ä [{JJ )/;:< EC 2! E ('<;0 )/ REC J / P ( j') I C))(! 1 2 E
1 I SL R1 I Asc H ( /12 , 3 I I SL, 82 !T SC H( 't 2 d ) • IVI SC H ( 42 ,3 J1SUß3 .I AJ '\ B ~ 18 ,2 I • JJO 12 c
2 JET B ( 1 8 • 2 l 1 SU e'+ Il A fV P ( t 8 • 2 ) I SU [3 5/L'\ '~ SCH ( 4 2. 3 1 2' ) 0 t 2 ~
J ISlB8!MSChl(42,~J/SL223/hPl~SJ(42,31,hPL~SWI42.31 00012-
4 • r,: P l U S ( 42 ,3 ), PR P ( <4 :2 , 3 ) , y ) U 1 ( 4,2 • 3 ) I Hf: /\ 5 /() Q ( 42. 3 11 I 'J P ,\R I [ PA')::> ') 1 2 r
5 I SUB 2 21 r w(" '2 .3 ) n, CS Ll / CE lrI CI t'3. 2, 2 I , P HWC ( 1 tl 92 , 2 ) J ,) IH 2 (
6 IlA~I~O/12TIPI~2.31/lA~INl!~KAPrA{421 ILA~IN2/FATIPI3I, ~~n12(
7 FCIIPI31/lAMIN3/FIATIP("2j,FIJrIP(4~l/lAMIN4/F2ArI?(42,3), )J012(
8 F2DTIP(42,3J/LA~IN5/RTIP(71/LA~I~G/'\NGLAM/LAHIN7/FIPTIp OOOl~(
9 I'r< Ssc HliD EL T [1= ( 1 E , 2 • SC) • 0 TI E'\ \j 11'3 , 2 I/VI 5 S CH2/ T I 'J { 1 !l • 2 • 9'J ) ') ) 012-
C(M~O~/l~~INK/~KAPPAI7,JI/QPARI/JJEV/JPAR2/JlINM.~LJ[VIHEAL0! J)Oll~
1 Q SC H{ 42 • 3 1I\~ AL LC ( 1 11\ Fe Cl I 1h 2) , 'V'J FCJ ( Ul, 2 ) 11;; ALL KAI t\ K1\ 1'1 C{2 } 0 CJ 0 12(
2 I ~ CS[ 3 I LA jvlll ( ( 1 8 • L , 2J I V. C S [ld CfJ R i3 2 { 1H • 2 I HK, S [ 81 i\ S C 11v4( { 18, 2 , 2 I :' 'J 0 1 2 (
3 lilCSE'J!TSC\i\Cll 1E,2.21/hCS[HT{\v~Cll;3.2.2}/GEN2n,CHA('+21 ::JJ'H3(
4 I COR R 1 I S r C·"\ /\ 1 I Lt '2 , 3 J , PHI I { <i 2. 3 I I ce kR 2 ICH I I 18 .2, 2 J , PSI ( 1cl, 2 , 21 :' J n 1 3C







































'J q 3 I f) ( ;; ') 5 l- n 0 [ TI;:: R R 0
rw GR C; GF CPS GI\,~ G !F ([I G;\ AG2 3 2
F J J.GT.l GeTe 2~Q8
F AlP ~~ S
F PT P = C
CCI\HNLE
Ir= S-I\STF
I fITC 0 f~ K• E(J e 1 11 A-'-.1 C@ K L:'. 1 r- CCP _~ ( [ I I 9 .J J -= rc(] ? vJ 1 2
DHEAV II,JJJI=O.
12TIP NS,JJJ =I3TIP(I\S?JJJ
IF I2TIFINS,JJJI.[Q.l GOrD 2999












DDO 0 1)= C •
SRMH 8=0.
SR lH'l Ui, = 0 ..
HPLUS8(NS,JJJJ=C.
HPLLSW(NS,JJJI=O.
f I =1 SC \'I C1 ( I I I , J J J , 11
S I GM A2 = S I G'J Ar ( NS" J I,) I *Cl- I ( I I I • J J .J , 2 I
PH[2=PHII[NS.JJJI*~SIIII[,JJJ,2J
/\ sc I- wc I I I I , J J J • 11 =") ..
IVIA=l
E r~A X= [\11
XCI=O.
XC2=1.






c ." _••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J00134
C CAlClJlATICN OF HE 11~;HL-1YPE SLe-S'J3CH 4N~~f=lS [l= SJß-SJRCH,VJ~·JEL 100134
C INDEX) "10')134
C )J0134





CA LL FEe AN GI I, 1\ [ , jJ S• K, I VI 1\. IR H. TE T\ ,,\ .~ /\ 1• TI. P'3 , J , w, RH, JE 1 0 1 • PRO IJ. :) J 0 13 5
'" 0 AI. CBI. A1\ [ • f\ RI • GG, S ~ S t • ~ S53 , A~~ TI, 2 •. :. I H, D R1 , P R.2 , S() J PG, J J J , fE. SUR I J Cl 0 13 5
*T WI ,A M,,\ I , TAl, AiIA S [ ,1 'j I , ! I I , T SC., C LI I I I • J J J • 1 1• Tt\ vhe ( I I I. J J J • 1) , ):) :) 135
*HPlU SI. HP LiJ S2, /'1 NGT • ::: rv 1 • \( Cl. XC 2 • 8 1 77 • JE iti C ( I I I .J J J , 1) , es) J U0 1 3 5
























~\SCHiC [ 1. JJd =ASChC IIlvJJJdl+AA +ARI
DT [VeIII,JJl)=DTIElI IIIr,JJJHAHI*JElTE III,JJJd
IF IRH .. fQ.l GOTC 30
11 Pl USB I f\ S , JJ J I = r P l L S E ( " S , J J J I ir Fl'J S 1 *.~ ß I
HPLUSW NS,JJJ)=HPlLSk I\S,JJJI+HPLIJSZ*481
30 CCNIINUE















































All THE tl,~All-TYP[ SUE-SUBChA'mELS rl,\VE BEEN Cm;,PUTE[J: CALC:JlAnO~JC'C)014~

















POINT REtlCHEC GY He ULCUlU IeN IF THE SHI~CUi) PROFILE H1.S
1lCCKING lRIANGlES
RECAlCJLATICN UF THC 5l3-SLcCHI\f\EL FGR i-JHICH IT WAS [( Il>E"lAX.
IN ORD~R TO fIT E'JIAX (I.E. [(II=E~AX)
5 CCNTINUE
I VI A= 2
11 =I
ANGT=A NG 1-1 ET i'\
OEE=EMAX-E( I-lI
P p= P ( I - 1 )- 0 F E ,~ I P ( 1- 1 1- P { I I 11 ( E ( I ) - i: ( 1- 1 I I
ßF.TA=ArAf\(E~AX~2./(?P*[I)




~I J..l = YI- ( ( EM~ Xt-E ( r -1 I I >I ( .5- Crv 1 )*XCI








I HAS REACHEC TJ-E V:\LUE f\. k~HrCH ',~'JULJ'1CAN N!J "CENTR·\l-TYPE'f
5 U8- SU3 ( H1\ ~J i'J EL S
WR I T F ( 6 ~ 4 ) ~J S ,J J J, E I I l , I T( CCI, n , (I , ;l vEk T I I ) , PR 1\ [) l I I , I = 1 , ,'J l
4 FORMAT(lH1,':iX,'CALCJLAlIC t; SHJ?S: flr} C[fHRAL SUECHMlNtlS IN io<lALl
~HANNEl', 14/5X, 'fJ=', 12, 5.><. IEI Il=' IEIS.5, 5X, • ITCORR.=',13
* 115 X, I 1=' , 13 ,5)( • • PV CR T= I , [1 j. 5,5 X, • P RA 0= I • E15.5 I I
RETURN 1
10 CCI\TINUE











































)) 0 1l\ (
Sc))Ol4-t















) J 014 L
) J J 14Cj
JJ014 L
)) (I 1 ftL
)0014l;
)JCJUt L





CALCULATICi~ CF THE CF:tdR~L SUP-SJ1CdMmEL OEFI"H::D BY A'\JL\t'lGLE
OF THE FCD SECTeR := Alf~l ( IF ALFA1>Q I
127 -
DEWC I J 1 =4 .. *1\5(h((111 JJI 1 PHWCTL
LAMWC(III JJJ ll=( I\SCI-i\C 11 JjJ ll/DDJ;) **21*2.*DE~!C III.J
>I< RhCTAß H
ATe=ASCh~C( I I I dJJ, II-tT tJ
A] ABI I I , J J J ) -= .f\ SC Hl'i C ( I I I • J .J J , 1 I I !\ Tß
OErB(II [,JJJI·=4.'*t\T3/PI-\'l( (111 .JJJ,11
DOOCB=CCCC-OCCDA
XMSCHA( III,JJJ)=A~A
X,M S ( HB ( I I I , J J J 1= AMT- X~" 5CH ( I Ir, J J J I
TSCHR=(lT-TTAI/SRAMIP
RHC1E=RhC(P8,TSCHR)








El=C*O .. 5*TA~IRETA1) GJ8147
JELTAE:=PVERTIIIJ-E1 OJ014l
AA= C*0 ELTAE*Q • 25- i~ LF fj lo!< 0**2'* C• 1;:: 5 J );)1. 43





CAll CE wÄ (K, NS , IR H, iJF CV, FE, P.H , f~'\' JD, GG,'\"11, OET 01, H1, Al F,U, L , J J J, H, ') J 0141
1>< P R1 , PR 2 , SQ0PG, AMT , TT , [ CC[ , TE. SUp , ,~ , I 1 I, d PLLSe( 'J S , JJ J I ~ i-l PLd SrH 'l S , J J :1 C) 0 U" d
'* J J , 1 SC \'i ( U I I I , ,J J J , 2) , S I G t' A2 , PHI 2 , 9" '7 77 , 0 , TVI I , TI CU~ , C ) 1) {) 1 41
ThIAV=T~IAV+T~I*AlFA1 JO~14J







IF(Nl .. LE .. NSC45'GC10 12
WRITEI6.11INS,K,ITCCRP
11 F 0 RMAT (l t-: 1 , 5 X, ' N1 GREll T ER THAN t\ SCit ') F I ) i..z CH,,\ 'J ~ JtL ' d 4 , ;2 X , ' (\ !( L\ l
*CTICN'9I3,' )'/5X.'ITCCFR=',I3J
RETURN 1
CAlCUl~TIUJ OF THE "CEf\TR/\L-TYPE SU-\-SIjBCHAt\~l::::LS [)EFINEJ GY'\~J




IfINl.EQ .. 1IGCTO 100
A/l=A{II
DD=DE{ I I























IALf( -J**2*~l C *0.125 JG') 50
LFC*DJ 0)015)
[PSE S=SQRT .+CC J J00150
GG=GSTAR EDSEPSJ nn0151
M =AÄ MEell Alll 2)0150
01 L =L J OJO 5J
C CE~ K,NS,IRH,PPCV,PE,RH,AA,DJ,GG A 1.0ETOT,Hl,ALFC,LL,JJJ,H )J0151
*PRI PR2 SQDPG,4~1,TT.[[C[,TE SUR,2,III,HPLLSß NS.JJJJ,HPLJS INS, JOJJ15l
*J ,T SC WC 1I I I , Jj J ,Z ~ S J( IV A2 I PI- 12.'\,7 7 7 • J , Tti I ,TI C[ N, C J 1) 01 51
T IAv=r~IAV+TkI*AlFC ))u151
13 ceNT NUE J00151
C -18 -I&@ 4I.'IJ0$'& :)(](J151
C THE CALCUUHICN OF fI-f flCF1\TR.!\L-TY';;fH SU8-SUeCHAWJELS Hi\S REE:j )))151
C C01PlErEC= CALCUlHHN [f AVEr~A(c Sd8-SUßCH!\f\I~1t:l Vi\PIARlES HJR THEJOotSl




Ase hiC ( I II , J J J , 2 I =~ T- A50- 'AC I I I 1 ,J J cl • 1) ) 0<) 15?








DU 14 J~(=1,2 '])0153
14 1)1::; 00= 00[: [; .. Ase r W( ( Irr, J J J , J Vi CI *S r~1A I I JS, J JJ ) :« ( eH I { [ Ir. J J J , J.iC I -1. J 0 C, n l. 53
* (SQRT(A~SISCDPG**2*CPSI-IGFAV*FHcT*9aO.665*hJJJ JJ)lS?
L At~ scH { 1\ S, J J J I =(( AT I [ [ C0 I ** 2 J*2 • '* J E PR 11'] T I H 'J )'J 1 ') 3
CTU RB2 ( I I I , J J J I =TU R9 104 ( (C TL ~ • P VEPT { I I I • ? P, A[J ( I I J • D, \'< , C , G4 \P11\ • '\ SC Hvi C ) n'J 1 5 ?


























































QFCD~üSCH S J *)JE
QLIN~Q I '*JLDEV*C*O.5




.J Fe 0 1 I I I I ~ J J J I = i\,. K Ah'C { 1 I '* FH\-, C1 EH Cl ~ J V I I /H1 ClL*CE ~,c 1L '* *' 2 )
WFCnl[II,JJJI=IWFCDlIIII,JJJJ*P~WCIL+AKAwC{2J*PHWC2L**2*r~RJVI
IIAWC2l*OEWC2L~*211/1 (PH~(lL+Ph~C2ll*BKAPPA(IPA,2 )
l>11 f C01 ( I I I , J J J 1= 0. FCnIl I I I , J J J 1/ BK '\ D PA I? A, 2)
RE l A= RE L AM ( .l\ T* F eH I P ( 2 I • Cf: 1'* FDT I PI 2 I , P '1, TSC HIN S ,J J J l , hi I c'J S, J J J) ,




* ~.., weIL, PE, T SU- I l' S , J J .j ), Li\v1 L A"'I )























C 13TIP=3= SAGAPO CECIOES ~~[THER TiC FLO~ IS LAMINAR np TURBUl[~T J0015E
C a0015F
IFlLAW>CHP\)5,JJJj.GT.lAfvlAi'AIGCTC 3]:)0 ).)015S
.. ., ;& e .. 09 !illI )O(jl5f~















P Hit. C I I I I ,J J J , 1 1= I D I G'" C • 5- ( 1" EG,\ ) *C', ). 5 ) ') J 1 6 1J
PhWCIIII.JJJ,21=[\1EGA*C*C.5 J00160
DEw((I II,JJJ,lI=DEHCll Ci:J0161










T1SSC2( III, J.JJJ=TSCH(t'-~,J... JJ ))0162
r 2 S SC 2 I I Ir, J J J ) =T 5C H ( f\ ~ , J J J 1 D')) 16 2
T~SSCl( NS,JJJ1=H,{f\S,JJJl )[10162
nSSC2( NS,JJJI=T\..,(f\S,..JJI )00162
X'''' SCHA ( I I I , J J J J= r~ SC H( f\ 5 , J J J 1*Ase H>Jeil I I , I JJ y 11 11 ASCH NS , J J J 1* ') ) 0 1 h 2
*F2ATIP(~S,JJJ) l*C.S '1)0162
XMSC HP I I I I , J J J J = XfII SC H ( I I I ,J J ~I \ ') Cl Q 162
ADAR( I I ,JJJ)=2.)00162
C FOR lAMI~\R AND TUR3LL[Nl FLO~ )00162
C 0001ö2
100J C(~TINU[ )00163










ONLY FOR TURBULENT FL[~ A~D RCUGH[~EU RODS
FIDTIP SI=flATIP NS IflPTIP













I W= 3- I




































o------------- ----.------------ - -----.----.-------------------------- ------- OO:)OOC
o SUBROUTINE SU8~Al EVAllA1ES MASS FLG~ R~TES AND TE~?ERATJRES FOR 0001)0




[) I ME NSrCN \K F UC ( 2 ) "~ eHe ( 2 ) , h CF 1AC ( 2 1 , E P 1\-1 C ( 2) ,(J h Cl ( 2 I , r 11-1 C( 2) , r .) 0 00'"
1 TA WO ( 2 ) , T 2 W( ( 2 1 , PHe 1 ( 2 I ,R.IH ) ,W ( 2' , RU ASWC (2) ,A hC ( 2 l , ,);,) I) ') 01
2 T~OEXC2l,TA(F(2J,U~CF(2J,~CF(2J,WThC2(2),WTWCJ(21 000001
3 , XME \1 ( 2 J • DEl 1 11 ~ {2 J ,In ,,\ WC ( 2 I , I~ L I NVi C (2 ) , THEX (2 1 , DP \~ C( 2 1 , ) ) :) 0 J 1
4 UWC(21 0)0001
ce MI'1C N1 ce RR11 S I GA /'1 I ( 4 2 • ~ 1, PHI I ( 4 .2. 3) 1Ulk R21 CHI { 18, 2, 21 , PSI ( 18, 2 , 21 ')(»0 J 1
1 IGRlnO/CSPAC(42,~,4)/IJl/I\Eq(421.NIS(~2,31/IND3/NTYP{421 0(0))1
2 I ( EN21 A ( 42 JI'Ll 0, 2 I U t V ( 4 2 ) 1 MO) ') I LW ( 42 J1\1') B(, hL'\V C42) ;) 0 ') 0') 1
3 IMC38/DP(421/SUBC2/JCHC(l,2J/SU31/ASCH(42,3J/SUR2/TSC~1(42,3)OJ0001
4 ,~SCH(42,31/SU88/~SCH1(42.3l/SUB31/WCFNS{3J,D~NS{31.~TNSl(3,OOOOOl
5 3 J ,w TNS2 ( 3 , 2 I , L 1\ 5 ( ~ J , RU ,/\ S1\ S ( ") 11 HE ~\ 10 n SO H ( 42. 'n 0;) (, ) 0 1
6 I~CSEI/DEWC(13,2,~I,PHWC(18,2,2)/WCSE2/MSCwCl(lA,2,2JIWCSE5/00n002
7 T SO. C 1 ( 1 8 , 2 , 2 ) 1 nC S E3 /l ,,\ -'H, C ( U. 2 , 2 1I'tl CSE 4 JeT JP. 3 C1 <) , 2 J ) (1 0 (' ;) ;::
8 IkCSE6/ASChCl(lE,2,2)/WCSE7/MA~C(18,Z,21 00')002
9 1,~CSEe/ASCHhC(U,2,2J/~CSEJIT."IV\1CI18,2,2) 0)00112
ceMMeN ISUROllNCHCI31 ,JSCH(3, 3J/G~OO/ACH{31 OJ0002
1 1 GRI Cl 11 [ P S ( -'i 2 , 3 , :: ,0 r ST 5 ( 7 J1 G!\ I J 81 PG0 P C4 2 , 3 , 't J 0) nl) 0;::










IW IS HE OTrER S,JPCl-tJf\NEL [f ,dIll CH"I'V~EL NS; NCHCI IS THE ~J'JIv1ßERJr1,)OO:












C----EVAlUATICN OF TI-'E CRCSS FLCII SOlUTIC'j





MAW C ( I I I, I, J \oi C 1= ( M2 vi ( L; hC) .. !" I W(( J.JC ) I *0 • 5
TA~C(JWC)=TSCH(NS,IJ


























J Cl CJ) Oe
OC!OJ!Jf












JO ») 0 7
i):J QOOS
- 13 -
PCR1I(~ [~CEX = IP~~C
ITERATICN ON THE RElAXATICN FACTOq (lOOP ITFREL)
De 50 ITFREl=1,S8
I VLA= 1
CEN TRAl CHAf\jN EL








WC f LO ( J \<l C 1= "i CF NS ( I ) *1'1 SC\- ... ( ( I I I , I , J \-1 C I1 Ase H( "J S, 11
iH W1iC (J WC) =M SC ~K II I I I , I ,J \<I Cl
A~ ( {J h C }= ASO· WCI I I I , I , J r. ( I
oEl TA A ( J v-. Cl= 0 •
QWC l (J we ) =Q SC H{ f\ S, I I *P H'I ( ( I I I , r , J i~C ) / ( L E:'IJG Tr *).25 *p I G':<)j *;2 LI EV
(J LI NW C ( 3,- J~. C 1= Ql I M1 '* PE Fl (J I-< C I *0 .. ') *) l) EV IL UJ GTH













C CAlCULATION OF THE AVERAGE GAS TE~PER~TURES (LOGP ITER~1 JJ0008
C ))0008
XPREC=1 .. E-04 000003
DO 25 ITER~=1,20 0)0008
C 000008
CA) TURBOlENT EXCHANGE REHEH ThE TAJ runs CF SUBCHANfiEL )::J),'l,jrj
C 00010 0
IF(TAnC(ll.lE .. () ... UR. lA~((1l.GT.3J)O•• OR .. 1AWC{Z).lE.)•• 'JP.. O))J(Pj
* TAWCC21.GT.3JOC .. JGOTC SS )~)OJ9
YYWC={YYCK,NS,IJ-l .. J*(Y+l. 0000J9
i'I TWC1= TME( P BT,MA h C( I I I , I , 1 J , 111' .6. W( ( I I I , I , ,2 ) , TA~iC ( 1 ) , TA vi C ( 2 ) , l'\ 1"1 WC ( I I 1Cc) nJ q
»< I , I ,1 I ,l AMW C( I I 1, I, 2 I , AWC( 1 J , A\'1 C( 21 ,C r J R'l« I I I , I» )*YnIe ') J [\ l) 09
T A12= HH WC ( I I I , I , 1 ) ~ TA H ( 1 ) HA AVi ( ( I I I. [, 2 I *LhlC ( 2) 111 $ eH ( iJ S, I ) 'JO T) 0 (]
THEX ( 1 ) =- (TA WC ( 1 ) - TA w( «2 I ) *VI T hC 1* CP ( PH , T!I 1 2 » 0 0 0 0 1))
T~EX(2}=-THEX(lJ 0)0009
C 100100
C BI TURBOLENT EXCHANGE ~ Il~ (HAI\NElS OJ0009
C JJOOJ9






WTWC2( I~C)=WTN$2( I,I<U ))0010
TAl J =(T A~ C( I wC I *MA1-1 C ( I I [ , I, I Vi C ) + T .~ V I J I *."" AVJ 1 J I { .-1 AVI C ( [ I I , I ,lW C ) t- 0 J 0 0 1 i}
32 -
A JT J 0 Jl1
ThEX WC =ThEX WCI- lt C ~C -TAV * TWC2 riC *CP PB ,T 1)00
B CCNTINUE JOOOII
I (NP EC.IIGeTD 11 000011
C )JOOll
C CI TURBOLENT ~XCHA~GE IT~ l~E eTHER Sj3CH~NN[L JJOOll
C 1J0111
SRU.AS=RLßSWCll)+RUAS\r,( 2H2.*RLASNSII.,) )00011
00 10 J~C=1,2 ))0011
WTWC3IJ.CI=~TNSll1,2J*(RlASWCIJ~CI.RU~S~SIIWII!5kUAS 100111
rA I J = LT ~ WCI J iN C ) *:"\ /'I WC ( r J I , I , J 1'1 C ) -+ Tsc rH N5 , no *MSC H ( ~~ S f I \~ I I1 J \)0 i) 1.1
".. IMAi'lC 11 II, I ,JI'ICI +/-,':CI- !!\S ,1.\ 11 '))0011














C EI CROSS FlCW EXCHANGE ~Il~ (~ANNElS )20013
C 00"))1?
D0 16 K 1= 1 , 'K Hel J ~l 0 ')1 ?
IW(=IPA\Il( IK 11 ())(J0l]
J CI- C I K= Je Hel r 9 :< 1 ) C' J nn 1 2
J = NI S( N S , Je He I K I ~I yH) 1-:'
iTYPJ=NTYP(JJ 000014
MAVJT=MGVIJI*ACHINTYPJJ/ß{JI 301814
CAt l CF1 n A:/ ( I I WCI, T.1 V! J J , r"1 !.I \'1 C( r I I , I , HJ C) , MAVJ T ,0 P \'1 C( I ;iC I , )f'l ( J J 9 J ) ~) i) 14
*I TGl , TA Cf { IW CI, ."\1\ VCF ( J \A eIl OLl O;H-'I
16 CGNTINUE ))0014
IF(~P.EC.l)GOTC 18 000014
C :n r ,0 H
C F) CROSS FLCW EXCHANGE ~llH THE CT~[~ SU3CHA~~EL r~O~14
C )J0014
00 17 J~(=1,2 000014
CAll CF 1 nA \'i C( J ,K ) , 1" SC H ( l' S , I h I , MG yJ C { I [ I , I ,J \-V Cl, ~-I SC H ( iJ S , r WI 9 Ci) 0 )l ~
* DP I,J( «J ,.j C ) , J P NS I H., ) , r TGl , TA( F ( J WC) ,r,\:\ ver- ! J \~ C) I 0 Q ') i) 1 ~
17 CCNTINLE O)OQl~
18 CCN1INUE ~JO)I~
DO 20 JhC=l,2 )0001~
TACF{JhC)=T~CF(JWC)/~AvCF(JWC} J~801~
TAICF= ( T!lW(( JWCI *\1!~WC (r II, r, JwCI+T,'\CF! J~KJ*MAVCFlJ\'iC)J !("'I'\~C( Irr, :jJOOl':
*I .. ,JWC)+:"1AVCFCJWClI C)O:]l~





r 2 Vi C «J rl C ) =TS CwCl! I I I , I , J ~ Cl ... H I { XX11:\ V*c P ( Pß T , TA~l, I J I'IC J I I ,~ J J on t
".. (lJWCL(JWC) +CLI!\~C{JwCI+TH":XlJWC)+CfHEXJ :)')Ol!f
IF(A8S{PHI(NS,IJ).~T.I.E-20l:CTCZO) OOO')l(
P SIC J[ I ,I ,J ~K J =1 • ) ) ,) 0 lC
GOTD 701 JJO)te
200 CCNTINUE DJOOlf
PSI ( [ I I , I , J ~K I = lT I- [X I J \-. C )+ CF HEX I ,,, HI Ud C ( J \1 C J"" ? IH I IrlS , I J ) J ') (I .j 11:
201 CONTINUE J0001,
T AVhC ( I 1 I , I , J WC I c:: ( XX~~ 2 *T2 H I J y.. C J+ "1 I ,IC LH,J C ) *T SC Vi C1 ( I I I, r , J i'i C I I 0 ) 0 .) 1 ~

































GT .. PR,EC GOTD 22
33
00 40 K1=l,KHCI
I hC =I PA \\ ( I K1 )
JCHCIK=JCHC( I,KU
J=NISINS.JCHCI'<J
C ALL CF 1 (U v.i eIL) ,U..; C ( 2) ,A H ( 1 ) • i\ h C ( ~ I , J P .'~ C ( 1 I ,D Pt. C ( 2 ) •
AC F ( 1 ) )
JACF(2.~=LACF( 11
ACFIZI-=ACfll)
END OF n-E LOG;") ITU"': pe If\T r~EI\CHEU I'l THE CASe UF -CJ"JVE~GUJCE
PROßl ["1 S






T MO EX( I V. C 1= HW E XI II-.JC 1- ( Ur. ( ( I\~ C I -U W I J ) } * \ci T Vi C2 ( I ~i C )
35 CCNTHJUE
RJ TURBOLENT EXCHANGE Wll~ CHANNELS
EI CROSS FLC~ EXCHANGE ~I1H rH~~f\ClS
[) I C Res S F l 0 >'d EXCHANGE 8 E1.~ ED j TI- E T ,,j [J ? AKT S er SUB Cl- IMnJ EL
3) CCNTINUE
DO 31 J\o,(=l,2
RHO AV ( J Vi e1= RHO I P ß T , L\ v \<I C I I I I , I , J vi( I )




oe 37 Yl'iC=l, 2





\~ R IT [; ( 6 t 26 I i JS • I • (T A~J ({ J \A C ) • J C= 1 , 2 J • IT CO RR 0 Cl ') 0 1 >
20 FORMAT( 'jX,'STCJP If\ L(CP lIER!" CJF S0'3. Rf:CCA2. NS=',I5,2X.'I='.on,)1)1 c
* I 2. 5 X. • TE'''' P ERtJ. T Uk ES=, / '5 X, 2 EI: • 7/ ') X. I I TC 0 RR=I • I 5 I I) ü) 0 1 <:.
RETURN 1 OGOOl(
• ................................................................................. '))C)()lS
CONVEkGENCE HAS ßEE'~ f,EMhEiJ FCR H-L cW:RGY EOUATWrlS; THE CAlCU= ODJiJiS
LAlleN OF THE PPESSURE cpeFS STARTS 00001S
OOOOlS






















Cl TURBOlE~T EXCH~NGE ~Il~ l~E CTHE~ SJßCHANNEL
1\) TURBOLENT EXCH/\NGE REHEEN TI-[ hlO ;JARTS OF SUBCHANf~EL
G EQ. I Gel 0 3)
GT. XPREC= E-03
.GT.15 XPREC=I.E-82
DO 2 J (=1.2






























NT PJ= YP J
AJT=ACH rdyoJI
















•••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• 00002(
................................................ ,G ........ ,. ......" ........................................................... • :) :') !) () 2-S
.. .... ,. '.;8 :) J()() 3·::
E\lD OF Lee P I T FR El: P[ IN T I~ [ ACH EJ I'~ THE CA SEm: CO IVEP, GF'J r: r: (100 I) 2S
t>RCBlEMS )0002~
':>0002':
WRI TE ( 6 , 5 1 l I TC 0 Pe R ,N S , I , I CP \0.( ( J h() ,J ,J C= 1 , 2 ) , ( MAh C I I I I , I , J WC I ,J We= 1 , J Jot)2 c
* 2 I , ( T/\ VhC ( I I I, I ~ J i~ Cl, J "~ C= 1 , 2 I , I t\~, C I J ~~C I ~ J d C= 1 ~ 2 I J Cl 002 S
51 FCRMi\TU/ ':)X,'STOP 11\ LCCP ITGL JF REC(;~2: ITCURR=',r5,5'(tH~S=', 00002 C
1I 5, 5X,' 1=', IZ/5X, 'PQESSUr~f: lCSSES:' ,2E15.5/5X, 'I\VERAGE11\SSES:', :JJO'"l2S


























• • ....... -·e • • •• e •••• _. .. •• • • ce • • .. • • • • .. .. •• • .. • .. • • .. • .. .. ... .. .. .. • • .. • • ... • • .. • • • • • • • 0 ,) 0 (l 2 t
TEST CF CCNVERGE~CE [~ T~E PRESSJqE JROoS
r.:NC OF leer nGL
C01HHlUE
A IT= IT F REL
FRElWC=1.-AI1*C.Ol
CONT UW E
THE ENERGY EQUATICNS Af\C T~E AXI~l MO~E\lTU1 [QUATIONS HAVE
REACHEC CCNVERGENCE
IFlf\P .. hlLll (ALL CflIU",CIJI>.C},JNSlI\O;I,AWCIJl-iCI,ASCH{\lS,IW), OJ0024





XME f'I ( J WC1= L LI M\H ( I I I ~ I, J \Ai ( 1* H / ( 2 • *)E.~ C( I I I, I , J:I (j *R I nA v I J }·K J ) 000 () 25
I F ( JWC .. E'J .. 1 ) X~~ E,.. I J hel = )c H f'I ( J VI C ) *' F (;J Pw2 ( I I I , I J J::I O!) Z5
RE= MA he ( I I I , I ,. J WCI *0 E\-, CI I I I , I , J ,,",C I / ( A..Je I J vi Cl *' ETA ( Pi3 T~ TA VWC ( r I I , I, J ~D D25
IJ hK I) ) :nonZ5
[ F( IN 0 S P • EI) .. 2 I X,v EM( J ~c )= XH MI J iI () +- I C <; P vJ C I I I I , I ,J WC, I 1 S PII,C I + OS POP F ( ) ) ') u 2 'i
*' EP S we { I II , I , J WC , I l S 0 ,LI Cl, [ EIr; C( I I I, I, J '>4 C ) , l M~ VI C{ I I I , I , J \101 Cl, \"1 S P , 00 O:J Z("








IFIITGl.lT .. 4IGOTO 41
00 46 J\I\c-=1~2
I f IA 3S I ep" C ( J WC J/ CPii ( ßv- I • I • CT • 1 .. ::- ü 2) Gcno 47
IfIA8SICPwCIJWCI/ooWCP\-1.}.GT .. l.[-03 .AND .. ITGl .. LT.40IGOTO 47
/+6 CCNTIN d E
IFIIVIA.EC.2IGOTC 55





























DO 56 J C= ,2 J 003C
iJPAIJF=DPAV-IGRW*RHIJ~\I(Jv,C*H*O.JH J)003C
BMW(=SQHT .'.IRS( COAVFI I ()(X'*XMEi" JwC» )*~ ((Jv,C) )J:I:J3~
C rl I [ I I I , I , J l"i C )= ( r-' AHC ( I I i , r , J \<\ C I - 31'''/ C I I ( '""~ C ( J \>I Cp, S r G'1 AI ( NS , I I l Y\ )) 3(
56 CCNTINUE 100031
EP S~=MAw( ( r I I , I , 1 I - t X"" 5(1-. t ( I I I , I I +X ,'~ SC riß ! i I I , I ) I )C) 0 ) 3 1
X1'1 SC HA ( I Ir, I l= XNI SeH A{ I I I , I I -I- EPS fII'l< { 1 • -1 • / Acl Aß ( I I 1 , I I 1 Cl) !J;) 31
XMS CH3 ( I II , I l= X~ SC H2 { 1 I I , I I .. EP S{II/,U\ 3 ! [ I I , I I ) CJ I) 0 31









* RH t I , I I , "l t J P IN, TW1 , RU 1Cl~ L, IT YP , J EI , J , YY0 H, Y,' , F 2/\ TI P , F2 iJT IPI):) Cl 031
C---- ---------------,-.------- ---------------- ----------------------- -- 80 on31
C RTRI EV.UU.!\Tf:S RCD TE"'PE~.nUR[S FJR C[iHK.!\l AND CORlf:R SUß'':dMHJELS)O)3;'
C AND FO\{ TH[ HiC P/l.RT S CF klllL SUßCHA:\FJELS PJ THEKOUGH PDR TrON. THEJJ003!
C BULK TEMPERATURES OF l~E ThO RfGICJS DEFINED BY THE TAJ=l LINE ARE:))On3~
C ALSO CCMPUTEO. 01003=
C GrJ)03~
RE AL l.~ I" 1 , Ml.\, SSI, K I , K~ F FA • NLI, NLCf~U TU rJ Cl () 0 3 ~
C( MMG NI SU e2 11 T SCH;'\ I 1 8 , 2 ) " TSC H9 ! 1g , ~~ I1 SHR(] UGITL IN EfH 18, 2 ) :) 0 Cl )3 2
1 IQSHRh~i\LIN/TRAf\~/RHTU,KHS/J/l,\!o\INJII2np{42.31IIS'JP/I:JLIN )JO{)12




























INlEl EFFECT CN THE NL5SELT NUMEER UF TrlE RO!)S
FAC HE= TI SIR 1 , R2 ,Z )
TEMlAM 15 CALLEe IF T~E FlCW 15 LA~INAR; THE CALCULATIU~ RETURNS
THEN Al THE ENC CF RTFf
CAlCUlATICI'J OF THE 3ULK lEMD[RATURE:> UF THE Hm UJNCS JIVIJELJ SV
THE TAL=O LINE « loce Il~ )
00 1 ITk=l,lO
RH01=RHC«P~TfTBl}























&)ALI N,T E,I ,l [, \~ , TW1,I TYP, F2 AT I P, F2DTI!' , DI ) ) CI '} 3 ..,
********.****** •• 6~*.t~**~*****.**~*~**«**************.***********rl003~






















••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ •••••••••••• n0003S
• 'O ,. __ fit ,. ,. .. ' ) ') 0 04=
END OF leep ITWl: PCI~l PE~C~EC I~ T~E (ASE CF CCNV[RGE~C[








:)) J 03 cl









R= *SQK LA 1 ~1?: Ja 3
e ~ ••••• s@. • •••• ~ •••••••••••••• @... .... ..)J0 37
CUl T [C N CF THL: S URFACE P I TE 4P [ f{!H J RE !H I F I N E C0 ~ Ji) J CT 1= J .n ) 3 7


















00 30 Hd=l lC
F AAS wo .LT.30ao .A~C. ARS Th LL .LT.JOOa GOrD 29
WR TE(6?28)IyJPIN,T~Od All








IlPlUSW=RH*r<'E',.;*SQRT{LAi'" l*C .1251 leu
H PLI.; S0 ~ HP L ~J S \00. *R[ Wn IRE h










WR [ TE« 6 ,311 I , J PI 1\ , TW 1











C CCNVERGENCE HAS BEEN PEACHC FCR TI-lE PIJ TEMP[t{ATUU:
C
., • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. _. .. .. .. .. .. •• .. • .. .. .. .. ... ;& .. • _. .. .. _... .. .. » ... .. .... .. • .. .. .. ...... .. .. • • ") Cl (1 ") 41
]f\lY FeR THC CORNER (l-t'1\~aS ;~NC HJP, THr=: W'\ll pnRT[[J~~ lF THE lMlL JO() 141
SUßCHANf\[LS JO)041



















ENO OF LOOP ITW: POI~T REACI-lEC I~ TH[ (ASE CF CONVERGENCE
:lHCBLE"1S
fF=QA/(RhCI*CPI*UlST4RI
C ALL C C( f\ NE ( 1 v~ 0 ,T Er. GHF l , KeCk 2 , f< 1J R2 • YJ ii , f~ 2 '1 R,) h, F F, TSCH1\ ( I I ,{'1 I ,
1 TSC He« Il • ..., I , TE l





$= • , E15.51
RETUR~I 1
32 CCNTINUE














s ...................................................... •••••••••••• )J)04~
CCNVFRGENCE HAS ßEEN RfACHEO rCR THE JULK TEMPERATURES OF TYE )Jj04;:
TWO lONES CIVICEC SV T~E T~~=C LI~E; THE ~SSUMPTION ur ROUGH FLOW 00004:
IF TESTED « TlIIS PGlf\l IS REAChEJ.\lSO!3Y THE CAlCULATICr'~ FOR THE '))004
CENTRAl SJ~CHM,NElS AH H·t CENTR'\l PORTIeN OF TrlEIt\lL SUßCHAWJElJJOJ4
00')04
9 ce N N E on4::'
=TA =ET6IPB al 0 _
HPlUSB-=HPLUSW*HH01*E I ET,'\l*RbO JOO') ~
RHPl-=RHPlUS HPLU58. \,AL ,TE.X)'XX HPLJS TG ,Y 00004::
I f ( R. HT U .. lEe f{ HS G0 TJ 1 C0 J 0 -
C ** •••***.*~****.*'**************************************~********~J004~
C THE fLn\-< [F UHYCRAULICALlV'l SMOCTd: 1'-1[:: CALCULATION 15 REP[ATEJ I\l)OOD44
C SLRROUTINE RTSI. ThE [Al(llATIC~ 15 BASED STilL ON THC V1LU~ETRIC J0004 L
C DIAMETER. THE CAlCJlAIIC~ RETUR~S ~MEnIATElY AFTER :O~ING BACK ))004'
C nCf\I! fl-TSI 00004<;
C ********************~*****.****.****=*****************************O)014~
C J8004~
C ,1. Ll RT S I (P B1 , T E' T ? '."1'\ SSI, CElf Af':< [ t I ,\ [ .~ .~ , L.'1 M1 , YYI, iJ A, F /l. eHE, TE, Rti, I, (I DI) 0 4 l
.H I ,i"1, JP IN, T IH , RUl [nu, I 1 YP ,0 EI, [ ,vy 1): i, 3.85 CI), F ZA TI P, F2 01 IPI)))J 4'
RETURN JOOu4~
C ********.4*********$~*~.*~*************~****************.****~****oa004~





C CALCUlATlCN UF T1-E ShFCU[ TEMPEkATIJRE rOR THE CORNER CHA"H'JELS ANDJ:)004:
C FOR THE ""ALL PORTIeN Cf lHE WALL SUSCHi\.NNElS { VAlU::: AT 1)014~
C IQ"ISHRCUO = 0 I OC~04:
c ))004:
Tl I ~ERI I I , :1; I= Th0- FF~ I 7 • 5 '* tl iJ G( ( P2- R1 I IR H) +GHr L ) 0) 004 c
I f ! TL I I'-JE P I !I , ~"' I • U: • T E 11l IM R ( i r • ~ 1=TE')Cl 004 f
c OJOC)-4E:.
C CCRRECTICN CF HE PRE\;ICLSLY CCM0JL::J PI'" Af\D SHROUJ TE"1PERHURES )CJ')Q4t
C OF THC CUU!~P CHVJi1ELS ~J\C (Jf HE W;\lL JCP.TICN CJF TJE v/ALL SUI3CHA=:)0004t










FTWA-=22 .. *IO.27~RlOR2**2-1.)/CPEI**C.Sl*~~I**C.lG)*RlDq2 000047
IF(IQlIN.EQ.l .ANO. A2S'~~lINI OJ0047
1 • GT • 1 • r: - 0 6 ) CALL TEL P! ( 1 \0. I , TLI Ntp ( II , '1 ) , TBI, TEt TEl A2 , FHi A, J :) 0 <) 47
1 \J A, Q ALl 1\ , f\J U I , tJ UT U ,'\ 1 , K [ , R l[ R 2, CE [A' 1, 1, J P In, Y YI , F AC HE J 0 (J 0 04 7
2)0) RETURN 0)0047






S U8 R0 U T I \J E RT S I ( P3 T , TI, fvc\ S SI, Cc1 ,\ ,0.. E AI, ACAB, lAi': 1 , YY I , (,) A, F ACi IE , ) ) ~) :) 48
* TE,RH,I,[I,~,JPIN,ThI,RlICRU,ITyo.JE[R,J,XXXX.*,F2ATIP,F2JTIPI 00J048
c- ----------- ----.--- -- - -.- - -- - --.- ---------------------------- ---- - ------- 000 J48
C RTSI EVALLATES ROD TE~FE~blURES FJ~ CENT~Al A~C CüR~ER SUBCHANNElS100048
C AND FnR IHE Trin puns CF 1"AlL SUßCHM1NELS I'i THE SII1(UTH PA:<. T ))0043
C 00004~
RE AL f\ L; TU, NU I 0 ,N U I , KI , I< t\ FP i1 , ~ A:) S [ ,L AMI =J Ci I) 04 8







TEMLAM IS (ALLED Ir T~E flOW 15 L\~INAR; THE CALCULATION RETURNS














































[') ') 0 J 5lt
):'005';
0(0)5';
INlET EffECT CN T~E Nl5SELT NU~eER OF THE RODS
HdO=TWI
Kl=KAPPßCPST,TII












CALCUU\TICN OF THE SURF,1CE PI~ TEWERIHURE AT C~"ISHROUJ = ')
( U OP I TW I
ThE FlOW IS TURPUlE~T 000049


















I F ( AB S ( J ~A LLI TW1- 1 • l • LE • 1 • [-,y, ) Ge T] 7
5 CCNTHWE
END CF lCOP ITW: PCI~T REAC~EC IN THE C~SE CF CONVERGENCE
PROPlEMS
WRITE(6,6)I,JPIN,TWr,T~All


























CCNVERGENCE HAS BEE~ PEAC~EO reH fHf PIN TEMPERATUkE
CAlCUlATIO~1 OF IHC SHPCUi: TEMPERATURE HJR THE CORNER CHA'I'IELS




TL INER (I I,,"1I=fn~A*:)!\*CEIIK 1+1 I














T SC HA ( I I t VI I = T I
T SC HB «1 I t~"') -= TI
IF(QA.lE.l.C-06IGOT1 22



















Cl() r, 0 :Si
( J):)057
C CAlCULATICN OF THr: JULI< lEMPERATURES ilF TH[ HiO IONES JIVIJ!:D 3Y JJCJ)51
C TI-E TI\Uc:O LII\[ FOR H·f CCj:;NER Cr-H~;~ELS l\ND FCR THE \~4Ll Pf1RTl'l\l rJFnJO)"ii
C THE WAll SURCHANf'lELS ( Le(p I Hol I Je),')S7
C 000157








ß S= ( HJ [ 0- T I 1* F F- AS *(AL( G ( ( R2- R 1 I I J D I - GTI ) (I n0 0 5 E
T SC hA ( I I ,,'-1)= F I I F2 "" TI - F 1/ F z* (T w[ c- ( t~ S* (:\ LeG {( RO-R IU :) D) - GIl ) +p, S ) I !J Je,) 5;
IFF) ODO)5~
If(TSCH,Il(II"VlJ .. LE.TEHSCH{II,,'vj)=TE )OOOS":




c -e ,. ·e ,. :$ '-)(; (')5-S








C CONVERGENCE HAS ßEE~ REACHEC FCR THE 3ULK TEMPEkATURES o~ T~[ 011000
C TWC leNES DIVIDED ßY HE lAU=Q Ll\IE O()()'I6J
C CORRECIICN Of T~E DREVIClSLY CC~?~T~J'D[N AN) SHROUD TEMP[RATJRES OOOJ6C
C OF THE CORNER CHANNELS !\/\C i.JF THE rL\Ll PCRTIGr~ OF TrlE \.J ..LL SUßCrlA=OO)()6"
C NNElS [~ THE (ASE CF ~EATEC SHRCUJ ~AlLS (SLPEKPOSITI~N DRI~CIPLE)1)006)
C 0010hJ
22 IF(IQLIN.EQ.l .ANC. AP~(CAlI~1 Jon061
O.. GT.1.E-06ICALl TElINll~I.TlINER(II,MI,TI,rE.TETA2,FTWA,~A )OJ061









C---------------'--------- ------------,---------------- ------ ---- - -------000 i)61
C SUBROUTINE SUeeAL EVALLAIES T~E SJ9CHA~~El MASS FLOH ~AT[S A~D lJOObl
C BULK TE~PERATURES JJ0061
C )(1 TJ62
REAL lAMSCH,MI,MAV,~SCt-l,MSCH,~AVCF,lE~GTH.~INS(31,~2~S(3), )J8J62
1 MAV1,MAV2 ,MAW(,KIPFA OJ0062
DIM ENS I C f\ R: W 1 13 l , TIN S ( 3 ) , r. CF UU ( ) } , ...Je F L\j S ( 3 l , E 0 F~ S ( 3» , TAt: S ( 3 J , 00(106;(
')J0064
")00 JM




















.. .. .. • .. .. .. -GI • .. .. .. • .. .. .. • ,. • .. .... •• • .. • • .. .. fiIl .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... • • .. ,. ., .. • ... • ,. • 1& • .. $I" .. ,. .. .. ) JJ r") 6 1+
CORRECTICN OF ThE CHAf\;f\El FLO~ ~RcAS TO TAKE UHU ACCJU'H T4AT
TI-'E SUßCH/HJNEl CECiv1 ETPIC Pl\RAI'!ETE~S '''lUST 3E 3ASEU 0"1 TriE TP
CIA~ETEP OF T~E RO']S 1"- HE C~SE JF L\MINA< FUW
oe 48 II FR EL= 1 , S 8
IVIA=l







CCNNECTICNS EET\i,EE'IJ HE SLECHAi\f\[LS JF CH/~i\NEL "NS" AriD HE
C HA 1\ NEL S l\ CJ ,~C E1', T Tn l' f\ S 11
CAll SU9CCNINS,ND,Nryl.NI l
IFINPININS}.EQ.lIGJTC t5
IF(ITYP.EQ.l .AI\D. IDIVl.f(.ICIVl/2*2IGJTO 65
IF( ITYP.E~.2 .A~D. IOI\1.Gl.2lGCTl 65
ITERATICN ON T~E RELAX~Tr(1\ FACTCR ILCOP ITFRELI
S • 2)0 62
ce ce ;~ I 2 3 0 '\62
1 Jln\ER~2 ,IJIS 42,3 Hhl3/ TYP {tZ) [1)0062
2 Al 4 ) GE~? ~ 42 GE 5 EZ 42 I~OO?/JAV 42 )10062
3 /MOB4 CF 42 !~C05 TAV ~21/ilaj iAV 42 MUßA/DP 42) )00062
4 ISLJCl/NCbCI31 JSCb :3 3 SUJC2/jCHCI3,2J/SU81/ASC~(42 3) ))0062
5 /SUB2 TS(H 42.3 ~S(~(42,31/SJß5/LAMSCH(42,31 000163
b JSLB6 SCHI 42 31/SLB8/~SCHl(42931/HEAlO/QSCHI4?,31 0)1063
7 SU33 1 hi CF NS 13 • Cp " S U I , V. TNS 1 :3,3 • lN S 2 3, 2 I , J~j S (3 I dWA S f JS 0 C' J 063
cl 3 nrHj24/1,,T(42,3 IrvC326/FU\S{421/TUR2/CTJF,RUZI ,),)')063
9 1 t- EA6 / ND I N( 4 2 • J PI f, I 4 2 , 3 ) I GEl )4C..~ ( 3 ') ) 0) 3
C[\1 '''1C f'-J / GRID 1/ EP S ( !t 2 t 3, ~ ) , CIS T SP ( l) r; KI D'3/ PGJ P ( 42 , :3, 4 I ) ) ) 063
1 I SL 831 A0'\ R( 18 , 2 I • C[ T[l ß ( 1[) • ~ I 1,{tJ, Cc tI x f'J SeH fH 1 8, 2 ) , X'1 sc ~ .\ lId. 2 I C' J 0 J 6 3
2 ICP4R1/QOEV/QPAR~/'LI~M.ClJ~V/~P~R3/PERL(3) ))~a63
3 Il:':; "1 I \j 0 I I 2 T [D ( ". 2 • 3) I L .ö..'~ I N3 I F 1/\ T I P ( t 2) ,F 1J T I P ( 42 I (, ~) Cl :) Cl :3
4 IlJl U~4/ F 2'1 TI P (L; 2 ,3 ) • f 2,) TI D ( 1"1''- d) h, C SE 7 1 :'lA ~~c (1)~. 2,2 I ) ) 0 J 6 3
'5 I I-. C SE q J TA V\r; C { 18 • :2 • 2 11 C;J F: R 2/ C' 1 I ( 18. 2. 2 I • PSI ( 18 •.2 • 2 ) ) :) 0 I) 6 4
6 ,Y-.CSEß/,\SCH\-,C( lt ,2.21!CCNCilCU1 D142, 31/CfJNOZICCP.lJl( 2}iOJ,)64
7 IGPAV/IGRAV/SUGCIII~IVl,ICIV2/G4AGl/FC(P~1(31 )J00A4
g IENEOPIIENE/GR IG2!y'v{ F'C,4293l/~IXS2/CY/SECIrJlK ))0064
00 1 I=l,NP
KHO 1 ( I ) =RHel P R 1 , T SC h 1 I ~ ;) • r l l
"'lINS(I )=MSCHllr~S,I I
ANS ( I l = /\ SC HI r~ S, I l *F::' AT P ( NS, I l
OE( Il=(EZINSl*F2CTIP (NS, 11






) () J) A4
0(10064
J:JO')05
00 1000 NS=l,NSTOT l))065
10 0 ,) A ( f'i S ) = tJ 1 (N S I *F 1 6, T I P ( NS l ~, J 0 Cl 6 'i
C e s·•••••• 4 )JJOÜC:
C LCOP UNS" SIM,lS ( NS= CIJ'öN"JEL I JiJEX I C<)))6~'
C 00n065
C )))()65



























































O(i J 07 2
rJ Cl 0 ,)7 2
JUJH2








SIJECH ,~N NLl- SU:) CHA f~:~ ELE XCH/\~JG E
6')
CN CF H[ PRE 5 E CSSE5
Gl=
Al nw BCl [HT
BI TUR8CLENT E)(Ch'\~KE SUECHAf'.!NEl-Cd/\'HEL
E AlUAf (1\ elF TbE CPTSS-FLCIl SCLUTIlJ'JS
DC 4
C









iJCHCI=''KHC( I l ')[1.1)74
IFCNCHCI.EQ.OIGCT8 7 J01074






r'lTNS2( I ,KU =v,TCi\S,MI '-))0014
I F I I 2 T I P ('\J S. I 1 " EC • 1 I r, Tf\ S2 ( I 9K1 I -= ) • 0 ( 0) 7 '5
I F ( I 1 • "'J E.) I I'J H' S 2 ( I , K 1 I -= ~ 11\ S ({ I • i<l I '" { 'U AS '\j S I I I f- tZI JAS I J I I1 IR IJ 1\ ~N S ( I I+- J J;) 075
RUi\ S ~, S I I 1 i+-2 • 1> RU·\ S ( J I I ) J :I 07 5
T1\ [ J = (T tH S ( I I *I'" AV1+ T t V CJ I *" I'" 1\ V2 I I ( lW l HA V2 I f) n') 0 7 5
CO NHEP -= I TMl S ( I 1- TAV( J I ) * (C Cf,) C I 1\ S • ., I '" CKA P P /\ ( ;:> ßT • TMJ S I I I I +K APP AlP ß T, J ) 0015
*T AV ( J I ) I ')) 0:)7 5
*
(ALL (RFU nSL.CFi\S~V Fr;ELI t NSI,Nf} /\NS9"HNS?DP~JS,\~CFIS;JCF NS
EH NS
DC 2 I-=l,!\jP
wCfNS =WCFNSIII+- CfLC 11
f'1 SI =Mi~IS II-f"'*.,JCFN5III
~1 ~C H{ NS , I 1= { PI 21\ S ( I 1+/11 I ~ 5 ( I I I ~ 0.5
TANS{II=TAVINSI
2 KU ASN S ( I I = f~ SC H ( NS, I J ~ SC R1 ( LMi SCHIS. [ I :'.< 0 • 12': I1 ASe H( \J S, I P'\ R, Et. S C
IF(ITGL.GT.l .AND. IVIA.E:.l)~CTO 25
00 4 I-=l,NP1




IFITANSIII.LE.O•• o~. 1Af\SIII.GT.J1JO •• CR. TANSIIII.LE.J ••OR.
*TANSlIII.::;T.3)JO.IGOTC 302
YY I I I -= i (YY I K, 1\ S, I I +YY( i< ,!\ S 9 I I I I *J • 5- l .. ) ,,( y t- 1.
\~ T NS1 { [ • I I I =T [1 E ( PHT , 'J AVI. t" AV2 • T:\ '\J :> ( I I • TA: JS ( I I I • l A~~ SCH( i'J S 9 I I ,
*lAMS(H INS, I f I. AREAse .A~ Et SC .. CTUg;.) 1I !TYP I I *YYI I I
[ F CI 2 T[ P ( '~S • I I • EQ • 1 • C~ • [ ? T I P ( ~\ S. I I I • E..~ .. 1 I ~, TN S1 ( I , I I I =) ..
3 ~~ TNS1 ( I I .. I 1= I~ T1\1 S 1 ( I • I I I
4 CCf\TINUE
00 1 6 I = 1 • ~J P
TI- E )<=0.
CCNI-E=O ..
'\ AVI =.., SC H(fl S • I I ,~~ iU A ~ C I·... ~ (i- ( !\ S • I )
De 5 I 1= l 9 ~I P
[ F ( I .. [~ ... I I I (;0 Tn 5
1AV2=MSCHI~S,III*AR[A~(/nSCHI!\S,III
TAl I I = I ~ AVI*' TA!\j S ( I J + M A.... 2 :VL'>. ~I S I I I I I I LH V l + Y, AIj 2 I
(C NI- E= ce NH c- ( T '\N S { I 1-1 tl\ S ( I I ) ) '" (C UD l I Ir yD 1* ( KAr' PA I P 3 T • TN~ S { I I I +
+KAPP\(PRT.TANSIIIll I





















































































END or lCOP ITEkM: PCI~T REACi-CC IN THE C~SE OF CONVERGENCE
PR,JBLEMS
VI R I TE ( 6 • 21) NS , {T,\ ~J S ( I ) • I = 1 ,~J P ) , I TC J k R
21 FORMATe 5X, 'SL3CHAl\I\El C/'IlCUlATICi\! STOPS IN LOOP ITER:,'1
*NE L • , I 6 " 5 x, f T E\1 PER nUR ES= • I 5 X, J Ei 5. 7/ ') X, • I TC CR R= I , I ') )
RETLRN 1
I F ( IT ER "1. GT • 1') ) xP F~ r:c = 1 • E- C3
IFlITERM.GT.15IXPREC=I.E-C2
Of] 17 1= 1, NP





T/\NS{ I )=TSCHPJS, I)
CONTINUE
- 14:::>
IFf ACHCITYP I ZINS .. lE.L.1 "CR.\CH(HY?J U(J) .. L[: 1.1 "I\ND.
*(f'H Y P «N 5 I .. [ I) 1 .. 0 R.. N1 y f1 J • E(; .. 11 C IJ ~j HE P =CCNHE P*».. 5
CCN~E=C(~HE-CC~HEP
6 THE X= THEX - I TA NS( I 1- T!' 'v ( J I ) *hH, S2 ( I , 1<.11 ~'C P«p '3 T, T1\ I J I
C
C Cl CROSS FLOh I-IEAT EXUJl1'([ SUf1( IAf'!'j[l-SUBCHANiJFL
C
T AC F=T /\Cf NU VC F
TAl CF = ( 1 ANS ( I ) *?J ,&, V1 + TAC F* f' Ave f ) I { 11\ V1 + !~ /'1 VCF I
CFHEX=WCfNS(IJ*(TANS{IJ-TACF)*CP(P~T,TAICFJ
PHIIlNS,II=(THEX+CFl-EXtCCf\f-EJX'H/.'1SCH(JS. II
XXMAV=:-1 5CH ( rJ S • I )
XXM2=r'l2NS( I I
I F« i EN E. EQ. 2) XXM/\ v=,n 1\ S ( I)
IFlIENE.EQ.2IXX M2=XX MAv
T 2 NS ( T ) .= TSC H1 ( NS, I ) t f-I ( xx t"l,A V*C p ( rH , TA'J S ( I I I ) '* ((() SCH( '~ S, I I *]0
+E V+ CL I 1\ tJ* PER l ( ITY P ) *0 .5 *~ L!JE VIII E;~ GT h+ THEX +C F HE: X+C J rHE )

















00 8 I 1= 1 , N P
If-{I .. [!~ .. II)f;,JTC ,'3
MAV2=MSCH(NS,III*AREASC/~SCHl~S,II)
C'\ II CF 1 l TMI S ( I ) , T 'VI S { r r I ,iß,"l, VI. '''1 ~ J 2 , J'l:~ S ( I I , DP NS { I I I ,
* IIGL,TACF.MAVCFl
C












ON ERGEN E H S f~E[r~ PEA(hE FCR THE ENEfl,G EQUt\TliJfIS; T:1E Cl\LCd= OOC))i)=
C A ON CF THE RESS FE peps S A"\TS JJ(11)82
C DJOÜ82
25 ceN NUE 000032
DU 26 =l,NP IJOJB2
RhOAV(! =RH'J PST TSCI-!f'S, 11 COO()(i~




00 40 I=l,NP JOOO:3:
TMOEX=O. ~~O~~~
C 001182
C TURBULENT EXCHANGE SU8(Hlf\!\EL-SU~CH:'lil'~EL J)0)8"
C ~I J on Sc
DO 27 I=l,:~P :J:Jon'r
IF I .. EJ"IIIGOHl 27 CJ(,()OS2
TMO f X= T,\lC EX - CU NS! I }- lN 5 ( I I I I '*' \-I 1 f\ S 11 I , II 1 J ) 0 o.g-;
27 CONTINUE JO)08~
C )OOC.I:11;




00 23 Kl=l,NCHCI J00034
M=JCHC (I,Kl) 0000'14
J=NISINS,MI 8)OO~4





1\ RE A [ = ARE ASe ~ F2:\ T Ir- ( f\ S , I I ) ) 0 ,) b S
C 000035
C CROSS-FLCW EXCHANGE SLECHAI\NEL-SUßCH~f\Ntl '1:]O)8S
C ))')üiFi
00 30 I(=l,NP )(1)035
IfII"E;).fI}GOTO 30 J:)0085
ARE.6II=ßREJ\SC*F2/ITIP(f\S. 11) )OJCl8,~




C CROSS-FlCW eXCHANGE SLPC~~f\NEl-CHANNEl 101086
C )01086
If(NCHCI .. EQ .. OIGCH136 )C!OOdfJ
00 35 Kl=l,NCHCI J00086
M=J CHC ( I , K1 ) ) ~1 Ci:) 8 '"
J=NIS(NS,~) Joon87
N1YPJ=NlyP{J1JOJOR7
AR. E AJ = ACH (N T '( P J ) *F 11\ T I P ( J ) :) J Q Cl:3 7




C ):) 0) f\ 7
36 UCF=UACf/ACF ')00087
CF~CEX=(2.*JNS(I)-Jrf)*I~CFNS(I I/i\NS( [l*~l 80')OB7
X;4 EM( I I = L Ai<-\ SC H( NS • I ) *r I I 2 .. >l< DE ( I l~ 0, rl fJ AV( [ ) I ~, Fe 0 p W1 ( IT YP I Ci UD,) >3 '3
R E= ~ SCH( "S. I ) *CE ( r) I U f\ S ( I I ,. ET 1\ ( D 3 T , T SC H( r~ S • I ) I I ) lJ 0) P 3
I F( IN 0 S P" EQ .. 2 ) XME:''' ( I I = )< "\ EM ( I ) + ( ( SP AC (JS • I • I 1 SP /\C I + 0 S P [)P f ( EP S (J S, I. ') J (J Cl ~j '1
*I 1 S P AC I • 0 E( [) , tA '''1 SC: H( f\ S • [ ) • 1'1 SP , 0 '; DP ( NS , I. I 1 SPAC) ,R E • I TYP} I I Ci J 0 18 J
IRHCAV(Il )00081
o P NS ( I l-= XX* (- { "1 Sc h ( \.J S , I I I ~ f\ S( I ) )**2* (XMEI" ( I ) - ( R-1 Cl( PR.2 , T? ,'I S ( [ ) I Je) 0 >P~
* -RHOll I) I/RHnw( II1$>l21+THC[X+Cf~DEX+IGR.'\V*RHOAV([1>\:9'!).665* O:iCl')[<'l
'* H I 0000r8
.. .. .. .. ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. "* .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. oe .. ,. • tJt'" @ JIlI ... .. • • .. e .. .. .. ,. .. • .. • • .$ .. .. .. ... .. .. 111 .... .. .. .. • .. .. • .. .. 4t ... J 0 :)'):3 '1
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DJOOqO
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TEST FOR THE CCNV[RGE~CE Cf ThE PRESS~RE JROPS







I F (AßS (CFNS { I I/r.:P~~S~Ij-l .. I .. GT .. I. [- J21':;'HJ 45
I F« ARS< CPNS ( I l/JP0J Si~ 'v-I. I.GT .1. E-)3 .. AhU. I TGL.L T .4) I :;HO 45
-4 1 C( N1 HJ UE
If(IVIA.EQ.2IGC1C 50
00 301 I=I.\jP























• • .. .. • .. ... .. • .. • • .. .. .. • .. .. .. • • • • • .. .. .. .. • ,. .. .. • • • • • • -e • .. • • • .. • .. • .. • .. • • .. .. •• • •• • .. • • .. ::> ) Ci oe} 1
END or Leep ITFREl: FeINT R[ACHEC IN THE (ASE CF co~vrRGE~CE J)0091
)I'OBLE,1I S JCC'lgl
J10091
',~ Rn E ( 6 ~ 4 9 I I TCCi~ R • NS , ( CP l\ S ( I I , r = 1 ,'J PI, (:>1 SCfH NS , I ) , i -= 1 , f'J P ) , "'l J ):) 9 2
,.. {ISCHl\IS,I),I=l,f\P) )}O;J92
49 FCRM4T (/1 5X, 'SUrCl-At\f\EL Ci'LCUlHrCc~ STeps PJ Lr][)P I Tl;l: ITCW,R=OkJ;)92
l',15,5X,'NS=',I5/5X,'PRE5SLRE lCS.:>ES + ~VEfU\GE MASSES + AVE,{AGE TE)JI092
2MPERATURES : '/laEIS.5») JJJOQ2
177 RETURN 1 OJOOQ2
















f'PU -= S Q R f {tl ß S ( I.J P ßVF 1 / ( )< x '* ,X 'I '::'" ( I I ) I*.'\ NS ( r I
S I G"" td INS, I I = I ,~ S( H{ "J S, I I -W I I /~ S(;-1 ( NS , I I
CONTINUE
GOTe 70










iJ NS « I ) = UAV ( '~ S I
Tcel CONII!'IUE
1'1 sc I- I 1'. S , I 1= ... AV ( NS I *.\ SC I- ( l' S , I I / i\ z{ \J S I
150H1'15, I)=TAVINS I

























'1 =11 09 '5
J():-,09S
45
DH NS, S 0 95
F NT P S NE 3 GOTe 6 0
EP SM =MSC H S I 1- X~1:; ( H,Ii I 11 t I + x SC H"~ r I I C' ü 9
X\1SCH,o I IId =XMS(HA 11T,! +EPSfII*ll -1. ADMI Ir! ~ 0'JU9':
XMSCHB I 1,1 ="~SCHP~S I -XfIISCH/\(III I J)f)JQ':;
66 CCNIINUE 000 9S
C 10 iJJ9t
70 CmHINUE 0 9
IF NTYP(~SJ.NE.2 (eTC 81 )) 096
C *******************~*~***~****~********~***** *~*****~****~*******ao 09t







PSI (I I I. I.J'tJC 1=1.
TAV~C([ll,I,J~CI=TSCHI~S,II
4,] 0 'J 1'\ AVi C I I I I , I , J WC 1=T;CH ( f\ S. I ) *'\ SC H1r> C ( I I I , !, Ji'IeIlAiJ S ( I )
IfII0IV2.EQ.1IGCTC 4COI
EP SM = MAy, C ( I I I , I , 1 j - { Xi" ~ CH~ ( I I I , i I +Xr~ SCH3 ( I I l , I I I
XMSeH /J ( I I I, r ) = X/J SCHA ( I I I , I I -+ EPS f'J',o ( 1. - 1.. I AiJ /\ e(I I I • I I I

















C KECCA2 15 (ALLEe CNlY Ir THE FLeh 15 TJKßUlFNT IN THE ~JH()L[ WALL 000092
C CHAI\Nfl IN CASE CF IDI\i2=1 )OCJ09P
C JG009"
IFIIDIV2 .. F) .. 2 .uR .. 121TIP .. I\f: .. UIGOm 8) ]':\00ge
!F( lTVD .. EQ.2 .ANO .. IDI\il.GL2IGCHJ3,) JJon9S
CAll PECCA2 (!\S, I I I,NP. IN,JSp.H,L:::NGTH,PRl,PR2,pntf'p'f:LI ,FT,OO')09~





C END OF LCGr UNS" : TI-!:: C.ALCULATI( JS HAVE [lEEN PERFOEf"1[;) FJR All JOOD9S









(---------._- ---------.--.----- ----------------------------------- ------ -- 0 C' 0099
C SUBROUTINE SURCCN EV,~LL"'lES Tt"E "JU'-i'3Ef{ [lF CHA:JNELS CO'I~JECTr:J rO)0)099
C ElIeH SU2CHANNEl I CF (I-,~~t\CL i\S ( IJO<:([I j, IDENTIFIES THESE 0001)99
C CHAN NEL S RY 'I; E\ NS () F J CHU I • KI, I J E '>jf l F I ES WHICH 5URCHt\ im El I I Cl F :::J ) 0 1 0 0
C THE SA;-AE CHANIJEl NS 15 CCI\f\ECTEC TO fHc SAMt CHANNEL ( ßY1EMJS OF)f)OlO·.]
C JSCH 1,1',41 ).. 0,)0100
C 08010J
C C ~~ r·1C) N /1- E Abi N P [ l\ ( 42 ) ,J F I N I 4 2, 3 J 11 HI NER ( 42 I 9 I'H S( 42 9 3 I ) J 0 10 ()
t / SU '~C 11 NC I- C ( 3 1 , J seI- (3 , 3 II 5ij'-j( 21 J CHe ( 3 ~ 2 I Ir "J~) 3/~H Yj-> ( 42 I 0)01 00
DU 4 I=l,r~P 010100
NCHC(Il=C UOOI00
JO 3 M=l,NI OJ01('{)
J= NI S ( NS ,I'J l OJO 110
NPJ=NPlt\(JI ))0101













t' Gcnn S )00102
100102
CiOOli)Z
'J'J 0 () 2
1=Il\JPJU0 02
IF ~CHCI 1 .EQ.C GOTe t JJOID2
CHC = C~CIII OOD 03
oe 5 K2=1 NCHCI CJOI03
IF JCHC 19K1l.EC.JC~( 1<2 }GCTC 1 OY1103
5 CONTINJE JOOI03
6 ce TINUc 000103
GCrD A 0001J3












1 Al"KI,RlDR2,DEI, I,JoI!','l'YI,FACI-EI 0)0104
(-------------------------.-.-- - -----------------------------------------0) ül 04
C TEllN CCMPUTES lbE LI~ER T[~P[RATJRES A~C CORRECTS THE PIN TE~PER~OOOl04













I Nl ET EFFEe T CN THEL I l' EF f\ LSsr: l f f\ 'J''1 '1 ER




I F ( IT Ece. EQ .. 2 IT G= T 1
FNU={l.-Al*kluk2**a.6}~l\lTU*ITG+213.1bl**COTW*YY[*FACiE
ITEPATICf\ FDR T~E CAL(LL~TI[N CF TH[ lI~ER TEMPLRATJRE AT
I~"JROD = 0 I LeO D IT~1 I
00 1 ITi>I=1,10

























C '-8 .............................................••••••••••••• O~J0tl)7
c
c
CCN\iERGE~CE PRC8LE'~S If\ HE LCCP ITtil
WRITE(6,ZII,J?II\,Tw2























T 1=1 [ + CAI Al f A1
R EI\ l ROD TE MPER AT URE f\ T [ C~SEC F H EA E C :< r 0 A f\lD i j E iH ED 5 HR UD
5 TW =fT RIDR2*QAl
F TW .lE.TElT =







TSCHAI II ,r-.q=T I
TSCHBI II,"Il=TI
NTV P I = tri' YP I I I
P1-/=4. * M< E1\ I,;: f 2 .n I PI ( CE 1R >l f 2 CT I P I
PH=PW-PERl(I1YP)*ASCH(1,~)/ACr(~TyDII
R2=SQRTIRTIP(IPA)**2+2.*RTIPIIP~I*AKEAI*F2ATIP/PHl





CP I =C P ( per, TI)
REI=MASSI*DEI/lAREAI*f2AIIP*ETAII






2 1 Sl ß211T SCH A118 .2 J ,1 SC He! 13 .2 I1 Ml\ iU 21 ~ S1 , :J S21 '"I AR T31 r'i EQR •
3 rBEJl/ISUP/ICLIN











SUB R0 UTIN E T EMl A\1 ( * ,D PT, TI, vA S SI, '~E I i~ , !\ RE ''\ I ,i] Q, .~ All 11, TE, I , I I , t·1 , :I J 0 1 1 !'
& TW1.I1YP,F2ATIP,F2DTIP,CVClJ J10110
------ ------------ - -- ---------.-------------------------- -------- Dorn lC
TEtJlAtJ CCMPUTES H-E FIN TEr~PERATu'{E.)\rW THE TUJ1PER4TUkE lJF THE ))(]llC
LINER IN THE SUBCHAN~ELS ~hERE JHE FLOW 15 LA1INAR ( THE VELOCITY JD01LC
lFOfIlE IS ASSUMED TO PE tU,EIlCY JEJELHJEC AT TH[ PilSITID:I·~HERE TOOOIF
HEAlING STARTS) 00011"
IT YP=tCE!\ TRALS l Bel- ,,", NNEl S '\n c =hJl RAl 0 AF T lJ F 'tU~ LL S UßC HA IJ'10 ),;] l t:~
ITYP=2 W~lL P~RT OF WALL S,nCHi\.\j,\jElS 0001lJ

























































































~J 1 Nf F C l L ~ ER. =)
~s * 4~ 2(7+4 1261~ l~J 0 52 3 RAS- •
IF(RAS .. Gl" Q.IJGOTO 5
TETA21=-O .. 103313*RAS*-C.S4SQ
GOlO 6








IFINTYP{I).EQ.2 .AfW .. llYP.[Q.l .\'JJ. I.GE"NSI .ANO. I.lE. 521
*c All S I f'A l f\ 2 i TI, 1 W1 , T1 1 ~ NL 1 f TE T ~ 2 , T'1 EJ~ , T ß cl L )








IF(YTE2 .. GT .. IIYTE2=1 ..
GRI GT. ) .. 025 GOTO _
ß=-O 19327+ 2 747 GRI**C.148ZE
GOTn
3 9=-O.OC13316+0.COC02771BI/GkI**1.762S5
IfIB .. LT o. '1=0.
4 YNUl={RAS/O .. JCC62J**g
2
c
C------- NU 1= U
C
C
C-------CAlCUU\TIUiS ONlY fCR HE CCP,'JcR ChA';:'JELS A~JJ THE riAll PAP,TS











c-------- YNU2=(NU 21/INU 2) INF
C
c-------- (ASE Cf HEATED LI~ER { FCR CCRNE~ CHANNClS ANO WALL PART DF
c-------- WAll S'JSCHA!\NEL51 : (NU 2)!'\'\J) nET\ 11 IF (Q)RJD =')
C
IflGRI .. GT .. J.C03IGOTO 11
NU2IN=4.l54*EXPCO.124t*RßSJ
TETf\2=O.
I f- ( QA.. GT .. 1 .. [- 0 6 ) TETA 2= ( Tl JrH P, { I I y .~ 1- TI) '~K I j( QA*UE U
9 TETA2P=TETA2I*YTE2 J)0118
TL I NER ( I I , ~ ) =T ET A:' P'~ CA'* CE II KI + T I 0 J Cl 1 1 .~.
TEIA2=lE1A2P jJOl18
IF ( I .. G t .. '" SI .. AN C.. I .. l E .. N~ 2 I ( 1\ l L S PI Li~ t ( rE, TI , T wt , TL Ii\l ER ( I I , f\j) , 'W I , J G} 1 I 2
* lETA2,I,M,TA[':)R,TeEQL,III 0)0112
IHILINERUI ,~~)..LT..TE)TLlf\ER(II,M)=rE )0011"

















S I '1 LA,: ( T r, TL IN EF { I I t ~-11 • HH • I\lU 2
CASE [] F h EA1E C LI iJ ER ANi) RGI) ( C CHNEReH A JNEL S\ !J W
THE WALL SLßCl-MnJELS l
( Ei A 1
NU2=NU2/(1.·~A/QAlI~*TETt\2*N~2J
ALFt\2=NU2*K UD;:I








If lTw1.LE .. TE)Ti\I=TE
TETA1=(1~1-TII*KI/(QAlIN*DEII
N 2= • E6 IGRI**O~?33
GOlD 2
NU2= +0.060344 GR * C 5Ct*EXP -49 *GR







































[--------------------------- -------------.--.--.------------ --- ---- - ------- J) 0 12 3
C TMCF FVAlUATES THE AVERAGE CRCSS-FlOW T[~PERATUkES rJk T~E JJ0123








JD 2 M=1,NI 000124




I f I PH YP ( I ) t-I\P I N( I ) • EC • 4 I .. 0 k • ( f\ r y P ( J J + f\ P I NIJ ) • [ Q~ 4) I CXX= 1 " J ) 0 125












C UA EVALLATES T~E AVERAGE CRCSS-FLO~ VELOCITIES FOR THE CROSS-FlOW JOJ126









ON /f\JE R 42 r" I S 42 3 '::> ) MT32 U 42~ L.
GEDO ACH 3 INL-; 1\ p " N3 F A 42 F P







1\ C H J= /\ eh ( f\ T YF J I " F 1 HIP J)
CX)(=O.5
[ f ( (N TYP ( I I + NP I f\ ( ( l • E(; .4 I • r] R. ( rJTYi) ( J I ~ "I P I !'J ( J ) • [Q. 4) C XX::: •




































S UeROU TIN [ TOT GE C ( f\J S EL , C • C • Z • P I G.\J EX CC J , in UiJ S. YJ. vi A f ZA. '='~ 1 f PER LT, 'lO Dn J J
,'l.RTIPI OClOOOO
C----- ---- ------- -_._-- - --- -- - - - - ---- ------"-------------------------- -- -- [')0000
C TDTGEC CALCULATES flOh ~f.iE.öS • E,J.lIV,\LC'H CIAt4ETERS AtW JT,H::R Q)CJJ()J
C GECYETRIC CATA FD~ T~E h~CLE BUNJLE FLOw SECTION , rn~ THE JOaOOa
C C~ANNELS ANJ FOR THE SL2C~A~NELS 001000
C JüJOJJ
C VER S rC~1 FOR f--F XAGCI\Al 3U\JJLE S Cl )(>000
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C-----------------------------------------------------------------------(1)1007
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C BLOCK CATI\ FOR TH[ 12-F[[ eUNOLES I L/l.RI) CF THE virllJlE ßU~JiJlE
C FlO~ SECTION )
C
:. ,. ,. ,. ,. ~j.)or'_36
c
C















c "." "" '')':"1') '37
elF Th r= J IRE CT I eNG F TI- E f UJ VI 1 S CGPl CI DE NT Ton I AT J r: T Hr "\ )":n 7
C GRtl\dTATIONil.L FCRCE I Gi-d 'v-= 1 ; IF Ir 15 UOPCSI TC: 1GR,\\/=-1 ~J)0037
C IF ThE GRAVlTATIC~JAL fTRCE 1S NCT TAi<E~ PHU ACCDU:H 1GR,4V=) :JOCi'J37
CISI MPl= 2 I N T HE C '\ SE (F l 1\ ~ I 1\ f, R F l J ,I, 1FT b r: ~~ Ussr: L T ,i LI 1"1 '~E '\ S 1:) ) ) 3 d
C nr THE EXTERNAL CI-,A~·jNELS "NS" ( '~Sl-I<NS<~IS2t-l I, L.E. Ir IT "lUST ),JOOY3
C BE C01,C02#1 It\ SI~lAI. 1t\ ThE GT!H:R CASES 1SIMPl""l JJJ:Uo,
C IEXAV=2 IF Af\ /\VErU~GE \i/HUE cr TI--I:: Pli r::::~pF:RATURE:;A\'O /,\:J WER/\GU)Ond
C VALUE Of TH~ SHP[UD HIv!f1Ei-:ATIJr.d~S 11JST ß::: cC'~Dln[D 1'1 'lALL TE FfH~ C:J')')33




c ...... '5 .... .. .... .. .... .. .. .. • .. • • .. .. .. • • .. .... ,e .. .. 1& .. .. • .. .. .. Je ,. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. )') C! .) 3 8
C ACCED AT GA. IilIVl=l: f\CPrvßL SUeJ1V1SI·),J INHJ SUßCrl\f\j\IELS; ~'10'B9
C IIJI\l1=2: f\C SL>1[~IVISrCi'i F:=R CEf\TRAL CH\iJ:JELS; O)OlY}
C IJIVl=]: f\O SL8DIVlSIO~ FnR WALL CHA~NELS; JJOJ39
C 101V1=4: 1'C SLHCIVISIJ'J FOt!, CErHRAL l'.iLJ vlALL CH/~,FJ[lS:1Jn039
C 101\12=1: ~CR~AL SU2JIV1SIO~ INTO PORTIONS Jr W~LL ))0039
C SUSChANNELS un:)]39
C IDIV2=?: ~O SLRVISIC~ FüR W~LL SUHCHA~~[lS )~OJ39
C IOISPI=l Ir ThE SPAC::k cFF::CI CI\. tJU IS CQ\jSWE",,[) ))'Jr)39
C IDISPl=2 IF H-E SDAC':R cFFECT CN nu rs ~lin CTJSIDEREODC )')39
C IJISP2=1 THC EFFECT CF Th~ LA5T SPACER UF E~CH AXI'L 0))03°
C DflRTHN 0, I\U Pi TH': SiJCCEfDIN(; p(JRTIm~ IS TAKEN ))0040
C I~TD ACCCLNT 010040
C IJISP2=2 THE EFFET CF HE LAST SPACER CF [;'l.Ci'\XI\L )')004)
C prRTI[~J CI\; I\.U I'~ ThE SJCCiEDIr'lG DDf\TIil'l I'; r~[H J)O)lt')
C TAKEI\ rl\.TC /\CCCUH ))OD4')
C J00040
DATA ICIVl, IiJIV2, IJISPl, 1orSP2/1, 1, 1, 11 00004(j
OAlA IJ1IN,ITECC,IENE/3~11 J0004J
OATA FCOP~1,FCnPhT/4~1.1 388040
GAlA CY/I.I OJ0040
DATA [GASIll J00041
iJATA NSTCT,NSTR/2*JI )))041
OATA FSY~~/l.1 100041
OAlA R4PPAI/126*1.1 0)0041
OAIA COT~/O.2/ 0)0041
END J)0041
